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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Professor Mattias Desmet, a Belgian psychologist with a master’s degree in statistics, gained

worldwide recognition toward the end of 2021, when he presented the concept of “mass formation”

as an explanation for the absurd and irrational behavior we were seeing with regard to the COVID

pandemic and its countermeasures.

He also warned that mass formation gives rise to totalitarianism, which is the topic of his new

book, "The Psychology of Totalitarianism." Desmet’s work was further popularized by Dr. Robert

Malone, whose appearance on the Joe Rogan podcast was viewed by about 50 million people.

But as the search term “mass formation” exploded in popularity, Google responded by manipulating

the search engine results in an attempt to discredit Desmet and show people in their search results

information that would cause them to discount the importance of this work. Why? Because Google

is at the core of the global cabal and movement toward totalitarianism.

Understanding the Psychology of the Times Is Crucial

Those who refuse to learn from history are bound to repeat it, they say, and this appears particularly

pertinent in the present day because, as explained by Desmet, if we don’t understand how mass

formation occurs and what it leads to, we cannot prevent it. How did Desmet reach the conclusion

that we were in the process of mass formation? He explains:

“In the beginning of the Corona crisis, back in February 2020, I started to study the

statistics on the mortality rates of the virus, the infection fatality rates, the case fatality

rate and so on, and immediately, I got the impression — and with me, several world-famous

statisticians, such as John Ioannidis of Stanford, for instance — that the statistics and

mathematical models used dramatically overrated the danger of the virus.

Immediately, I wrote an opinion paper trying to bring some of the mistakes to people's

attention. But, I noticed immediately that people just didn't want to know. It was as if they

didn't see even the most blatant mistakes at the level of the statistics that were used.

People just were not capable of seeing it.”

This early experience made him decide to focus on the psychological mechanisms at play in

society, and he became convinced that what we were seeing were in fact the effects of a large-

scale process of mass formation, because the most salient characteristic of this psychological

trend is that it makes people radically blind to everything that goes against the narrative they

believe in.

They basically become incapable of distancing themselves from their beliefs, and therefore cannot

take in or evaluate new data. Desmet continues:

“Another very speciJc characteristic is that this process of mass formation makes people

willing to radically sacriJce everything that is important to them — even their health, their

wealth, the health of their children, the future of their children.

When someone is in the grip of a process of mass formation, he becomes radically willing

to sacriJce all his individual interest. A third characteristic, to name only a few, is that once

people are in the grip of a process of mass formation, they typically show a tendency of

cruelty towards people who do not buy into the narrative, or do not go along with the

narrative. They typically do so as if it is an ethical duty.

In the end, they are typically inclined, Jrst, to stigmatize, and then, to eliminate, to destroy,

the people who do not go along with the masses.

And that's why it is so extremely important to understand the psychological mechanisms at

work, because if you understand the mechanisms at work, you can avoid the mass

formation to become so deep that people reach this critical point in which they really are

fanatically convinced that they should destroy everyone that does not go along with them.

So, it's extremely important to understand the mechanism. If you understand it, you can

make sure that the crowd, the mass, will Jrst destroy itself, or will exhaust itself, before it

starts to destroy the people that do not go along with the mass.

So, it's of crucial importance, and that's what my book describes. It describes how a mass,

a crowd, emerges in a society, under which conditions it emerges, what the mechanisms of

the process of mass formation are, and what you can do about it. That's extremely

important. I will mention this from the beginning.

Usually, it is impossible to wake up the masses. Once a process of mass formation

emerges in a society, it's extremely diQcult to wake the masses up. But, [waking them up

is] important, [because] you can avoid the masses and their leaders becoming so

fanatically convinced of their narrative that they start to destroy the people who do not go

along with them.”

Indeed, to those of us who did not fall under the spell of the irrational COVID narrative, the cruelty

with which political leadership, media and people at large tried to force compliance was shockingly

abhorrent. Many were physically attacked, and some even killed, simply for not wearing a face

mask, which we knew was a useless prevention strategy.

Historical Context for Mass Hypnosis

It is easier to understand what mass formation is if you consider it as mass hypnosis, because

they’re not merely similar, they’re identical, Desmet says. Mass formation is a kind of hypnosis that

emerges when speciXc conditions are met. And, disturbingly, these conditions, and the hypnotic

trance that emerges, almost always precede the rise of totalitarian systems.

While totalitarianism and a classical dictatorship share certain features, there are distinct

differences at the psychological level. According to Desmet, a classical dictatorship, at the

psychological level, is very primitive. It’s a society that is frightened of a small group, a dictatorial

regime, because of its aggressive potential.

Totalitarianism, on the other hand, arises from a very different psychological mechanism.

Interestingly, the totalitarian state didn’t actually exist before the 20th century. It’s a relatively new

phenomenon, and it’s based on mass formation or mass hypnosis.

The conditions for this mass hypnotic state (listed below) were Xrst met just before the emergence

of the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, so that’s our historical context. These conditions were again

met just before the COVID crisis. What we’re seeing now is a different kind of totalitarianism,

largely due to technological advancements that have created extremely effective tools to

subconsciously in`uence the public.

We now have very sophisticated tools with which to hypnotize far larger masses of people than

they could in earlier times. But while our current-day totalitarianism is global rather than regional,

and the information war more sophisticated than anything the Soviets or Nazi’s could muster, the

basic psychological dynamics are still identical.

Understanding Hypnosis

So, what are those psychological dynamics? "Mass formation" is a clinical term that in layman’s

jargon could simply be translated as a kind of mass hypnosis, which can occur once certain

conditions are fulXlled.

When you are being hypnotized, the Xrst thing the hypnotist will do is to detach or withdraw your

attention from the reality or environment around you. Then, through his hypnotic suggestion —

usually a very simple narrative or sentence stated out loud — the hypnotist will focus your full

attention on a single point, for instance, a moving pendulum or just his voice.

From the perspective of the hypnotized person, it will seem as though reality has vanished. An

extreme example of this is the use of hypnosis to make people insensitive to pain during surgery. In

that situation, the patient’s mental focus is so narrow and intense, that they don’t notice that their

body is being cut into.

In the same way, it doesn’t matter how many people are injured by the COVID measures, because

the focus is on COVID and everything else has vanished, in psychological terms.

People can be killed for not wearing a mask and the hypnotized won’t raise an eyebrow. Children

can die from starvation and friends can commit suicide from Xnancial desperation — none of it will

have a psychological impact on the hypnotized because to them, the plight of others doesn’t

register. A perfect example of this psychological blinding to reality is how COVID jab deaths and

injuries are simply unrecognized and not even considered to be causal.

People will get the shot, suffer massive injuries, and say, “Thank goodness I got the shot or it would

have been so much worse.” They cannot conceive the possibility that they were injured by the shot.

I’ve even seen people express gratitude for the shot when someone they supposedly loved died

within hours or days of getting it! It’s just mindboggling. The psychological dynamics of hypnosis

does explain this irrational and otherwise incomprehensible behavior, but it’s still quite surreal.

“Even while I know the mechanisms at work, I'm still baUed every time it happens,” Desmet

says. “I almost can't believe what I see. I know someone whose husband died a few days

after the vaccine, during his sleep, from a heart attack.

And I thought, ‘Now she will open her eyes and wake up.’ Not at all. She just continued in

the same fanatic way — even more fanatic — talking about how happy we should be

because we have this vaccine. Unbelievable, yes.”

The Psychological Roots of Mass Formation

As mentioned, mass formation, or mass hypnosis, can occur when certain psychological conditions

are present in a large-enough portion of society. The four central conditions that need to exist in

order for mass formation to arise are:

1. Widespread loneliness and lack of social bonding, which leads to:

2. Experiencing life as meaningless, purposeless and senseless, and/or being faced with

persistent circumstances that don’t make rational sense, which leads to:

3. Widespread free-`oating anxiety and discontent (anxiety/discontent that has no apparent or

distinct cause), which leads to:

4. Widespread free-`oating frustration and aggression (frustration and aggression have no

discernible cause), which results in feeling out of control

How Mass Formation Emerges in a Society

Once a large-enough portion of society feels anxious and out of control, that society becomes

highly vulnerable to mass hypnosis. Desmet explains:

“Social isolation, lack of meaning, free Yoating anxiety, frustration and aggression are

highly aversive because if people feel anxious, without knowing what they feel anxious for,

they typically feel out of control. They feel they cannot protect themselves from their

anxiety.

And, if under these conditions a narrative is distributed through the mass media, indicating

an object of anxiety, and at the same time, providing a strategy to deal with the object of

anxiety, then all this free-Yoating anxiety might connect to the object of anxiety.

And, there might be a huge willingness to participate in a strategy to deal with the object of

anxiety, no matter how absurd the strategy is. So, even if it is clear from the beginning — for

everyone who wants to see it — that the strategy to deal with the object of anxiety might

claim many more victims than the object of anxiety itself ... even then, there might be this

huge willingness to participate in a strategy to deal with the object of anxiety.

That is the Jrst step of every major mechanism of mass formation. Whether it concerned

the Crusades, or the witch hunts, or the French Revolution, or the beginning of the Soviet

Union or Nazi Germany, we see the same mechanism, time and time again.

There is a lot of free-Yoating anxiety. Someone provides a narrative that indicates an object

of anxiety and a strategy to deal with it. And then all the anxiety connects to the [proposed]

object of anxiety.

People participate in a strategy to deal with the object of anxiety that yields a Jrst

important psychological advantage, and from then on people have the impression that they

can control their anxiety. It's connected to an object and they have a strategy to deal with

it.”

The Problematic Social Bonding of Mass Formation

Once people who used to feel lonely, anxious and out of control start to participate in the strategy

presented to them as the solution to their anxiety, a brand-new social bond emerges. This, then,

reinforces the mass hypnosis, as they now no longer feel isolated and lonely.

This reinforcement is a kind of mental intoxication, and is the real reason why people buy into the

narrative, no matter how absurd. “They'll continue to buy into the narrative, because it creates this

new social bond,” Desmet says.

While social bonding is a good thing, in this instance it becomes extremely destructive, because the

free-`oating frustration and aggression are still there, and need an outlet. These emotions need to

be directed at someone. What’s worse, under the spell of mass formation, people lose their

inhibitions and sense of proportion.

So, as we’ve seen during the COVID pandemic, people will attack and lash out in the most irrational

ways against anyone who doesn’t buy into the narrative. The underlying aggression will always be

directed at the part of the population that isn’t hypnotized.

Speaking in generalized terms, typically, once mass formation is taking place, about 30% of the

population will be hypnotized — and this typically includes the leaders who pronounce the

hypnotizing narrative to the public — 10% remain unhypnotized and do not buy into the narrative,

and the majority, 60%, feel there’s something wrong with the narrative, but go along with it simply

because they don’t want to stick out or cause trouble.

Another problem with the social bonding that emerges is that the bond is not between individuals,

but rather a bond between the individual and the collective. This gives rise to a feeling of fanatic

solidarity with the collective, but there’s no solidarity toward any given individual. So, individuals are

remorselessly sacriXced for the “greater good” of the faceless collective.

“This explains, for instance, why during the Corona crisis, everybody was talking about

solidarity, but people accepted that if someone got into an accident on the street, you were

no longer allowed to help that person unless you had a surgical mask and gloves at your

disposal.

That also explains why, while everybody was talking about solidarity, people accepted that

if their father or mother was dying, they were not allowed to visit them,” Desmet says.

In the end, you end up with a radical, paranoid atmosphere in which people do not trust each other

anymore, and in which people are willing to report their loved ones to the government.

“So, that's the problem with mass formation,” Desmet says. “It's solidarity of the individual

with the collective, and never with other individuals. That explains what happened during

the revolution in Iran, for instance. I talked with a woman who lived in Iran during the

revolution, which was actually the beginning of a totalitarian regime in Iran.

She witnessed, with her own eyes, how a mother reported her son to the government, and

how she hung the rope around his neck just before he died, and how she claimed to be a

heroine for doing so. That's the dramatic effects of mass formation.”

With No External Enemy, What Happens?

We’re now facing a situation that is more complicated than at any previous time, because the

totalitarianism that is now arising has no external enemies, with the exception of citizens that aren’t

hypnotized and don’t buy into the false narratives. Nazi Germany, for example, was destroyed by

external enemies that rose against it. 

On the other hand, there’s advantage to this, because totalitarian states always need an enemy.

That's something that was very well described by George Orwell in his book “1984.” In order for the

process of mass formation to continue to exist, there must be an external enemy onto which the

state can focus the aggression of the hypnotized masses.

Nonviolent Resistance and Outspokenness Are Crucial

This brings us to a key point, and that is the need for nonviolent resistance and speaking out

against the narrative. Violent resistance automatically make you a target for aggression, so

“resistance from within a totalitarian system always has to stick to the principles of nonviolent

resistance,” Desmet says. But you must also continue to speak out in a clear, rational and

nonabusive way. Desmet explains:

“The Jrst and foremost principle the resistance has to stick to during a process of mass

formation and emerging totalitarianism, is that people who do not go along with the

masses have to continue to speak out. That's the most crucial thing.

As totalitarianism is based on mass formation, and mass formation is a kind of hypnosis,

the mass formation is always provoked by the voice of the leader, which keeps the

population in a process of hypnosis. And when dissonant voices continue to speak out,

they will not be able to wake the masses up, but they will constantly disturb the process of

mass formation.

They will constantly interfere with the hypnosis. If there are people who continue to speak

out, the mass formation will usually not become so deep that there is a willingness in the

population to destroy the people who do not go along with the masses. That's crucial.

Historically speaking, if you look at what happened in the Soviet Union and in Nazi

Germany, it's clear that it was exactly at the moment when the opposition stopped to speak

out in public that the totalitarian system started to become cruel.

In 1930, in the Soviet Union, the opposition stopped to speak out, and within six to eight

months, Stalin started his large purges, which claimed tens of millions of victims. And then,

in 1935, exactly the same happened in Nazi Germany.

The opposition was silenced, or stopped to speak out. They preferred to go underground.

They were thinking that they were dealing with a classical dictatorship, but they were not.

They were dealing with something completely different. They were dealing with a

totalitarian state.

And by deciding to go underground, it was a fatal decision for themselves. So, also in Nazi

Germany, within a period of one year after the opposition stopped to speak out in public,

the cruelty started and the system started to destroy Jrst its opponents. That's always the

same.

In the Jrst stage, totalitarian systems or the masses start to attack those who do not go

along with them. But, after a while, they just start to attack and to destroy everyone, group

after group.

And, in the Soviet Union, where the process of mass formation went very far, much further

than in Nazi Germany, Stalin started to eliminate the aristocracy, the small farmers, the

large farmers, the goldsmiths, the Jews, all people who according to him would never

become good communists.

But after a while, he just started to eliminate group after group without any logic. Just

everyone. So, that's why Hannah Arendt said that a totalitarian state is always a monster

that devours its own children. And that destructive process starts when people stop to

speak out.

That's probably the reason why, in the beginning of the 20th century, there were several

countries where there was mass formation, but where there was never a full-Yedged

totalitarian state.

Probably, there were enough people who didn't shut up, who continued to speak out. That's

something that is so crucial to understand. When mass formation emerges, people

typically feel that it doesn't make sense to speak out because people don't wake up. People

don't seem sensitive to their rational counter arguments.

But, we should never forget that speaking out has an immediate effect. Maybe not that it

wakes the masses up, but that it disturbs the process of mass formation and the hypnosis.

And in that way, prevents the masses from becoming highly destructive towards the people

who do not go along with them.

Something else also happens. The masses start to exhaust themselves. They start to

destroy themselves before they start to destroy the people who do not go along with them.

So, that's the strategy to be used for internal resistance towards totalitarian regimes.”

Push Back Against Transhumanism and Technocracy

As mentioned earlier, the leaders who declare the narratives are also always hypnotized. They are

fanatics in that sense. However, while today’s world leaders are fanatics about transhumanism and

technocracy, they may not necessarily believe what they’re saying about COVID.

“ In the end, the ultimate challenge is not so much
to show people that the coronavirus was not as
dangerous as we expected, or that the COVID
narrative is wrong, but rather that this ideology is
problematic — this transhumanist and this
technocratic ideology is a disaster for humanity ...
To show people that, in the end, a transhumanist
view on man and the world will entail radical
dehumanization of our society. ~ Mattias Desmet”

Many know that they’re telling lies, but they justify those lies as necessary in order to bring the

ideologies of transhumanism and technocracy to fruition. The ridiculous COVID agenda is a means

to an end. This is another reason why we must continue to push back and speak out, because once

the counter arguments disappear, these leaders will become even more fanatic in their ideological

quest.

“In the end, the ultimate challenge is not so much to show people that the coronavirus was

not as dangerous as we expected, or that the COVID narrative is wrong, but rather that this

ideology is problematic — this transhumanist and this technocratic ideology is a disaster

for humanity; this mechanistic thinking, this belief that the universe and man is a kind of

material mechanistic system, which should be steered and manipulated in a mechanistic

technocratic transhumanist way.

That's the ultimate challenge: to show people that in the end, a transhumanist view on man

and the world will entail radical dehumanization of our society. So, I think that's the real

challenge we are facing. Showing people, ‘Look, forget for a moment about the Corona

narrative.

What we are heading for if we continue in the same way, is a radically, technologically

controlled transhumanist society, which will leave no space whatsoever for life for a human

being.”

It’ll Get Worse Before It Gets Better

Like me, Desmet is convinced that we’re rapidly headed toward global totalitarianism and that

things will get far worse before they get better. Why? Because we’re only in the initial stages of the

process of totalitarianism. On the horizon, digital identity still looms large, and with that comes an

unfathomably powerful control grid capable of breaking just about anyone.

The glimmer of hope is this: Everyone who has studied mass formation and totalitarianism has

concluded that both are intrinsically self-destructive. They cannot survive. And, the more means it

has at its disposal to control the population, the sooner it might destroy itself, because

totalitarianism destroys the core of the human being.

Ultimately, “totalitarianism” refers to the ambition of the system. It wants to eliminate the ability of

individual choice, and in so doing, it destroys the core of what it is to be human, “because

psychological energy in a human being emerges at every moment a human being can make a

choice that is really its own choice,” Desmet says. The quicker a system destroys the individual, the

sooner the system collapses.

Again, the only weapon against the brutal destruction of humanity is to push back, to speak out, to

nonviolently resist. It may not stop totalitarianism in its tracks, but it can keep the most heinous

atrocities at bay. It will also provide a small space where the resistant can try to survive together

and thrive in the midst of the totalitarian landscape.

“Then, if we want to succeed, we will have to think about parallel structures which can

allow us to be a little bit self suQcient. We can try to make sure that we don't need the

system too much anymore. But, even these parallel structures would be destroyed in a

moment if the people do not continue to speak out. So, that's the crucial.

I try to bring this to the attention of everyone. We can build parallel structures as much as

we want, but if the system becomes too destructive and decides to use it’s full aggressive

potential, then the parallel structures will be destroyed. But, the system will never reach

this level of depth of the hypnosis if there are dissonant voices that continue to speak out.

So, I'm very dedicated myself to continue to speak out.”

While it’s impossible to make accurate predictions, Desmet’s gut feeling is that it’ll probably be at

least seven or eight years before the totalitarian system currently emerging with burn itself out and

self-destruct. Could be more, could be less. Society is a complex dynamic system, and even simple

complex dynamic systems cannot be predicted even one second in advance. This is known as the

deterministic unpredictability of complex dynamic ecosystems.

More Information

Regardless of how long it takes, the key will be to survive it all and do what we can to minimize the

carnage. A key challenge on an individual level will be to maintain elementary principles of

humanity. In the interview, Desmet discusses Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s book, "The Gulag

Archipelago," which highlights the importance of holding on to your humanity in the midst of an

inhumane situation.

“That, maybe, is the one and only thing that can guarantee us of a good outcome of the

entire process — which is a necessary process, I think. This crisis is not meaningless. It's

not meaningless. It's a process in which society can give birth to something new,

something much better than exists up until now,” he says.

To learn more about this truly crucial topic, be sure to pick up a copy of Desmet’s book, "The

Psychology of Totalitarianism."
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This explains so much. There seems to be two camps: one that totally believes everything they are being fed and totally supports it all

and two, a camp who cannot accept what is being fed to them. I have seen decades long friendships being destroyed between people

who are in opposite camps. In the beginning of all of this there were people yelling at the top of their lungs about how thousands in our

small community were going to die from covid. That did not happen but they still believe. Mask wearers were pitted against non mask

wearers.

People posted on line and gave horrible reviews to restaurants that would not force diners to wear masks. When asked how you can dine

and wear a mask they were sure that if someone wanted to they could by taking a bite, pulling down the mask and chewing. Then we had

the group who supported and got the jabs against the group who were against the jab. Some people believed that your right to privacy

concerning your health and medical decisions was not your own. The United States is a republic which means that your right as an

individual outweighs the right of a group but people seem to forget that and seem to believe that you must do what the group wants.

Some people go along only because it is easier but then the group believes that you have to go along because they say so and you have

no more rights. When people like Simon Gold are put in Federal prison for really speaking out, non-violently then we know that we are in

serious trouble. God bless us all and God bless Dr. Mercola for these articles.
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I do believe that a gap of critical thinking, and a lack of research, underscores the whole dynamic, alongside fear and many lies or

cognitive distortions.
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Yes - THANK GOODNESS FOR DR MERCOLA. I live in Australia - and we have all the same issues here you are having AND WORSE.

I wish we had a wonderful Dr Mercola here.....
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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“One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the

bamboozle. We’re no longer interested in Xnding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to

acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we’ve been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.”

---- Carl Sagan. To escape from the "Bamboozle - become a "CIA Thinker." Critical - Intelligent - Aware
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janetr, you DO have a wonderful Dr. Mercola right here just as we all do. You dont have to live in the same country just to reap the

same beneXts we all do.
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AMEN! Those who follow orders, are too lazy to think for themselves,frightened shep going to the slaughter because they are

afraid to take a chance, the ones who prefer a car that can park itself rather than park it yourself with mirrors and common sense.

And they believe the press, fauci, gates, etc know more than we know. It is so hard to do your own research, just read the paper,

listen to tv. Wear a mask, never have, never will. Get the jab, never have, never will. Last `u vaccine was in 2000, got sick as a dog.

None of any kind since then and not so much as a cold. My ex friend says i am just lucky! As for restaurants, do not go to them,

they serve only GMO foods, fake foods loaded with carbs, sugar, toxins.

Why would i want that? At 81, I still care for 3 cats, feed and change boxes, cook, drive my Astro van, garden, live alone in the

woods. Can she say the same? I choose to listen to Dr. Mercola, up my C,D,K,Zinc, kept taking ginger, turmeric and cinnamon. No

side effects whatever! Their pills, etc. have so many side effects I would be dead by now if had not stopped taking them.

Cinnamon, herbs got me free of metformin, insulin. Turmric made me free of aspirin, danger of ulcers, excessive bleeding. Organic

food, vitamins, Prayer saved me from 4th stage lymphoma in 2001, put me in remission when chemos failed. Drs aid 3 months end

of 2000. Who should i believe, Dr Mercola or Fauci, media and Gates?
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Isolated lonely, anxious & out of control? Isn't this the general condition for people Xfty or so & especially the youngest? Tethered to the

Snoop Phone, (whoops, Smart phone,) always looking down at their toes, feet, rarely making eye contact & no matter what is going on,

dropping everything to answer a call. Already an artiXcial & incomplete social bonding separating people from what few healthy bonds

may be left. Isn't this a general condition shared by many who lash out, attack those around them because the emptiness they feel cannot

be Xlled with tweets, post, or viral trends.

Stuck in the virtual with no skills formed to connect with each other, so it's an easy jump to destructive behaviors, unable to see real

sources of their dis-ease. With the last forty years or so the dismantling of not just extended families, but even down to the mom & dad

level, single parents struggling for basics, leaving the TV, Computer or Phones as babysitters. Also, about the third round of latchkey kids

raising latchkey kids.

Here, with strong residue of rural life, family & community, one of the hardest things for 'urban immigrants' to understand is how easy it is

to P** O** people as they do not grasp a large section of the population are all related to one another. Nowhere near as strong or healthy

as in days gone by, but still a big enough problem for the WEF crowd to call us the discontents. Discontents who need to be herded up &

pushed into cities to be properly controlled.

The Parasitic Predator$ feed on our fear. They fear strong human social bonds & connections, fear the pure & natural, the green spaces.

Bunkered in their moated compounds, are they not isolated, lonely & anxious as raised by staff, kept from forming healthy human

connections programmed to hang onto $$$, Power & Control? It seems they seek to correct their sickness by converting anything natural

into dead, mechanical inferior copies of what Life already provides in abundance, if recognized.
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hi JustSteve, WELL SAID! underscore!! Thank you. A) You are right, the digital world does cause social disconnecting, and hence

trouble to come, good point. Thank you for pointing this out. I hope that educators will take note (dear readers, please bring up this

point to school parent-teacher associations and ask them to spread word). B) I want to underscore where I believe it is fear, not

merely isolation, that causes the Great Divide and based on which the rise of the isolation, the totalitarian society forms its root.

And the fears are based on stacks of lies. One by one, we have to dismantle those lies. C) I think the way through is not to be a fact

teller, in peoples' faces.

Instead, it is to deliver linked materials that cause a stir in the gut. Appeal to the gut, not the brain, isn't that the true underscore for

the whole mass hypnosis, in the Xrst place? If the powers that be can use this as their tool, so can we. We can shadow them right

back! But unlike them, we can use this as a power for good, instead of for ill. D) Use video footage, images, other things to stir the

gut in people. That will, in turn, get them to think. And offer materials that foster critical thinking and lead to asking questions. In

fact, asking questions may be more productive in the end than fact telling, because people will have to think for themselves.

Their answers may surprise us and may disagree, but that can be fruit for progress as things are discussed further. We must be

good listeners. If we are not, then people will turn away from us. We must be compassionate. We must understand that the root of

this whole mechanism is fear, and stacks of lies. E) Evil lies with a grain of truth. That is part of what confuses people. To

dismantle this effectively, requires acknowledging the grain of truth, then people are more likely to listen to us. But the grain of

truth is used as a distortion to the whole message. Sound familiar? Much success on the journey, and god bless.
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That is a very astute synopsis of the situation, Just. Thank you.
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Good Morning Juststeve, Posted a comment below that I believe the closing of churches was the Xrst step in making this

psychosis ready-to-wear by the many. There was nowhere to go for the people to seek refuge and strength from others; the human

touch. If you only listened to the news you were fed into a deeper darkness. Being of like minded is greatbut honestly what would

have happened if most churches did not close? Our county health department tried to close the churches once they began to

reopen but the push back was intense! People didn’t `ock back to church but they came.

As I state below many churches did not or could not reopen for whatever reason. But so many are growing and these are Xlled with

people who will not submit, remit, any more to the government. I’ve gone to several different churches besides my home church,

and the the pastors speak all the same; they will not close again no matter the threat. Fellowship is refuge. Fellowship dilutes the

lies that create the psychosis do not for one moment think that closing of the churches was not part of their strategy to dive

people into despair; hopelessness.
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nothingsound, keep in mind that getting rid of the church is one of the Xrst things totalitarian governments do, because these

regimes must be the number one priority in people's lives and the church must not interfere.
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Discontents who need to be herded or killed when they get too loud to be silenced. I wonder what they will do when they have killed

us all off. Will they then turn on each other in their quest for being the one and only supreme ruler of the world. What, who will they

be ruling? What joy and peace can they Xnd in their world?
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The Freedom movement, originated by the Canadian Truckers convoy in the coldest winter conditions, and treated by the authorities with

the harshest punitive measures, presents hope for the future: "Freedom Convoy protesters set to return to Ottawa for Canada Day, stay

through summer; Protests are expected to take place on a mass scale in the city starting June 30 when James Topp, a veteran marching

across Canada in protest of the remaining vaccine mandates, plans to end his cross-country journey at the National War Memorial in

downtown Ottawa." www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/freedom-convoy-protesters-return-canada-..   Thank you, Dr. Mercola and Dr.

Desmet for your continuous efforts to try to help snap the hypnotized out of their mental trans.
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The truckers are our soldiers of today, willing to sacXXce for their freedom and ours. Can't be there but can pray, include them on

my church prayer list.
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perhaps organize protests here in US in support? This should be repeated all over the world. Those who cannot be there can pray

for success.
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If it is the Xrst time you have seen this, read all the way to the end. Also, discuss it with your children. The Wild and Free Pigs of the

Okefenokee Swamp  https://nhccs.org/okepigs.html
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Great comments all. Add the phenomenon of “Normalcy Bias” to the mix. Americans (those in other western countries as well) can’t

believe that doctors, drug companies, politicians, TV news anchors, teachers, universities, don’t have our best interests at heart. Do they

really want to kill or maim us and our children? Unfortunately, the answer is “yes”.
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I believe this is the best explanation of all to this mass psychosis. This mass takeover was planned out years in advance. The term

anti-vaxxer was coined by Big Pharma and Big Medicine way back (years in the making) in order to set the stage for their Xnal

control. Agenda 2020 was in the works for years, and one of its main objectives was to have the entire world take every vaccine

put out for whatever illness they put it out for. But they could not do that until they fully demonized any opposition. The populace

had be conditioned at every turn to believe that only cut, poison, and burn methods could be used against disease, and any other

avenue was quackery.

So, by the time they let Covid out, the populace was thoroughly conditioned to accept any and all jabs and drug poisons they

offered, and scared to death enough to hate and demonize anyone who had a differing opinion. Notice that the term anti-vaxxer is

still bandied about to demonize any opposing views (along with the term anti-science) even though these jabs are not even

vaccines in any way.
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We are no longer in a place where it's red vs blue and have not been for some time now. This is all about Freedom vs Tyranny and

EVERYone will need to choose a side. There is no middle ground. God gives you your unalienable rights...not man or Government.
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I am glad of my upbrining and the foresightedness of my parents and my life in general to allow me now to be inwardly aware and

concious of eveything that is going on in the world today good and bad and being in the mindset to love every being despite their

awarness or not from the dracos to the angels and everything inbetween, this now moment is about hanging out the dirty washing after

its been cleaned in other words all the *** has to come to the surface to be recognised and cleaned pressed and folded to look new again

thus we the people build a new world but for that new world to appear the old must Xrst be dismantled and that my friends is what is

happening now, much love to all.
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Your positivity is wonderful. Thank you JohnPage! Positivity heartens people, brings hope and proactivity. We need more people

like you! :-)
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The only thing apparently lacking in your upbringing is grammar, i.e., the ability to write coherent sentences. Otherwise, AOK.
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Hel5896 SO WHAT! What a petty thing to harp on during such a time. I think that is by far, the least of our worries. I think the points

here are very well made, and the "lack of grammar" is really not that bad at all. So what, to repeat. And you chose to harp on this

during such a time as when deeply serious matters are at stake! Good lord. Wake up!
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johnpage - I appreciate your insight and understanding. I encourage all to articulate their insights and understandings. And I never

get hung up on spelling, sentence structure, punctuation, etc., as these may be barriers to expression.  And I do use "Grammarly."
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I appreciate both criticisms of and praise for a beautiful post. Yes, perhaps the longest sentence I have read in my 70yrs of living

does seem to detract a bit from the message. But there is also something beautiful and natural about that ramble. It may well be

the sense of spontaneity and warmth that comes through. Something refreshingly innocent. I can never write like that, and am now

left to wonder if my expression does lack heart at times (I think it does). In this world, we all want to be academically correct

and/or politically correct (myself included). Uninhibited expression has a beauty of its own, misspellings and all. It comes closest

to nature, which is beautiful and full of mistakes (which is how we are here).
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM
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Unfortunately the psychopaths in control have been planning this NWO/ Great Reset for many many years. There is nothing

organic about what they do. All by design. They rule by order out of chaos and divide and conquer tactics. They are masters of

Deception inXltration and manipulation. Be wary of the love is the answer solution from the new age( new world) gurus. The

psychopaths in control have and will use violence and worse to achieve their objectives and it’s unlikely that anything but a battle

will win against their well organized and long planned evil agendas. Wall `owers and cowards need not apply. Have we not been

told in our society to revere the soldier and the veterans of war? Well a strategic “war” against the tyrants is probably the only way

to possibly end their rule.
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Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM
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A bloody scary scenario.  Strength lies in numbers.  However, while there are enough of us 'out there' who can - and WILL resist what is

currently happening, we need to work out to unite. Especially because the old familial units have generally been broken down

(deliberately) over the past 50 or more years.  For those of us who don't have physical family close to us (although I'm British, I currently

live in Northern California and my relations are scattered around the world), we need to work out how to Xnd our 'soul' family and then

create ways in which we can bond with them and work together.  Although I'm a Sagittarian and not too keen on sti`ing family ties, I'd

nevertheless love to be part of a like-minded community while simultaneously maintaining my independence.. Any suggestions/ideas?
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I liked the idea of trying for form parallel structures and have been to a few meetings locally where I live in the UK. The idea

seemed good but I found there were too many people who wanted only what they wanted and one woman who said she would

always disagree as a matter of principle. Very disappointing but the human condition I guess.
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I think you are wise to seek out people of a like mind. But I think it involves more than uniting, even if that is very key and part of

the solution. I think we must be strategic in those we seek to wake up. I will underscore this strategy yet again, because I believe it

is very important: A) Educate (and considering joining the Board, along with several like minded friends) the school Parent-Teacher

Associations. They will, if educated, talk to the school principals, their kids, the teachers, and the public.

They carry strong political clout with politicians, the media and the people, all alike. You can be sure that there will be efforts to

topple the counter movement, right in those circles. Expect to see people posing as concerned Board members, but who quietly or

not so subtly undermine progress. That's why it is important to join or educate the Board not as a single individual, but in pairs or

groups of other like minded people who are peaceful, gentle yet effective in their presentations.

B) College newsletter editors are passionate, outspoken, and educate their peers and parents. Thus, they wake up several

generations. Parents listen to their offspring out of love, where they might turn a deaf ear to others. You can bet, and there already

has been, efforts from the government to undercut right in those circles. But the good news is that the popularly nicknamed

Thought Crimes Bill toppled based on a widespread internet hum. This bill targeted college students as "homegrown terrorists"

because of their internet savvy and outspokenness.

Again it was the internet hum that toppled this attempt. We really do have power, far more than we think, and we must Xrst realize

this, then use it. And it will have effect. C) I think time and deeply sorry to say this, pain and suffering in`icted by the higherups, will

be what it takes to wake people up from their denial.Sometimes we have to let destiny be the teacher. Sad but true. But the

awakening will happen. God bless.
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There is more we can do. If the root of the mechanism lies in the technology, well, unhook! Simple as that. This means the cell

phone (minimize use), the computer (ditto), ditch listen-in devices like Alexa, ditch devices that monitor and track (smart meters,

smart tv's, smart anything, these are part of the spy mechanism). Consider that Alexa listens to every word in our livingrooms (and

maybe even our bedroom as well!) ISn't that spooky? What fools we are to use it! We must point this out to people. And there is

even more. What about using a VPN on your computer and smart phone, to disguise your digital IP address. And what about

supporting and using blogs, internet carriers, phone carriers, and others who pledge not to participate in the warrantless

wiretapping program. And those that do not censor. Got info? Thank you all!
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This is my dream also....to be in a cooperative community with like minded people. I'm all alone in southern Colorado....my family

all over the country are jabbed and think I'm an idiot. They are completely hypnotized.
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Ingab51 - and to all who Xnd themselves isolated and without social connection - I recently picked up Joel Skousen's book

'Strategic Relocation,' and while (as the authors noted in their introduction) I don't agree with all of their rhetoric, it's been helpful as

if possible I need to Xnd a more suitable area in which to live (at least for the winters), hopefully one which affords the potential for

Xnding a like-minded community. I would be grateful for others' suggestions of similar resources (books, sites) along these lines.  I

agree with Desmet that it's important to focus on our personal spiritual growth in order to counteract the aspects of our society

which attempt to dehumanize us...
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I have found like minded people also share many other interests. For example, there is a local dairy that has a drop off point every

2 weeks, and over the years there is a group of people that have formed a connection over common interests such as found here

on Mercola. We are, after all, already outside of the mainstream because we drink raw milk. We show up early and have nice

conversations over the topic du jour, and a few people also connect outside of our milk pickup dates. I feed a raw meat diet to my

dogs, also outside of the conventional ideals, so that group of people tend to be more open minded to reality. You might also Xnd

some kindred spirits at the Farmer's Market, especially some of the vendors.
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Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent suggestions, Jackaroni! Many thanks!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 1:01:50 PM

* Like  + Dislike

 

Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This group is a good place to start. I Xnd much comfort in the support of all the members here, their comments. My family is

scattered also, I live alone in the woods surounded by wildlife, nearest human 6/10's mile away. I have friends of like mind, fellow

church members also. It is better to have friends who support you than blood relatives who do not.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 3:28:04 PM

* Like  + Dislike

 

Aprimidi
Joined On 9/28/2021 3:00:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wholeheartedly agree! Been looking for the same, but I am having a terrible time Xnding people of good quality who truly know

and understand what is needed from people a whole.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 4:39:34 PM

* Like  + Dislike

 

mky32022
Joined On 6/25/2015 10:27:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jennifermetz...you are not alone. We are here with you. I share your feelings, as my family & relatives believe everything they see &

hear in the main stream media outlets.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 8:56:17 PM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've said it before and I will keep saying it. 30% of the people know it's a scam. 30% are unreachable. 40% are on the fence. They have

their suspicions but can go either way. You will not be able to convince them by words alone. It is our actions that will have the most

power and in`uence. Whatever we do, we must NOT CONFORM. The next mandates that are rolled out must be ignored. A mandate is

only a proclamation of a wish of a compliance. They must be deXed. Never put that mask on again regardless of how you are shamed or

made to feel uncomfortable.

Every single detractor enables MANY more people to resist. When I was the only one in the grocery store without a mask, I saw how it

enabled others to take theirs off or not wear it the next time. The fence sitters follow the crowd. We must become the crowd that they

follow. When more people resist, they get a glimmer of freedom and self suuciency and build upon it. We have been extremely divided in

countless ways. We must unite or die. Do not conform. Do not participate. JUST SAY NO.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 8:18:01 AM
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You never know how many people agree with you until you push the narrative. While waiting for an elevator in a hotel lobby that

required that masks be worn, a young woman suddenly ripped of her mask, apologizing, saying "sorry, but I've just got to breathe!" I

laughed, ripped of my mask and said that I needed to breathe as well! We were both wearing a mask because we thought the other

would disapprove if we didn't, or report us to the hotel employees. As it turned out, we both thought the mask mandate was

ridiculous. Many people think they are alone and are just waiting for someone else to get things started, and maybe we should just

look to ourselves to be the starters.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 9:41:53 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in rural Missouri, stores had the lines, only so many in store at one time for very short time. People simply ignored the mask

mandate. Some seniors who have believed in fear do wear them ,but the majority do not. Only dr's ouce, hospitals enforce masks.

I go to them for yearly checkups and blood work to see if my A1c is stable. No meds anymore, just herbs spices, vitamins,

collagen, colloidal silver and meds i know work just in case. Otherwise, i use common sense and exercise personal reaponsibiity

for my actions. Amazing, none of us anti vaxers have died from it. some who did get it have.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 4:09:42 PM
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KrysCrimi
Joined On 9/13/2010 8:24:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This paper describes how we got to the point where these spells can take hold. It discusses falling for the 9/11 narrative, which is the

same structure as the con-vid narrative. www.academia.edu/.../How_Plato_Took_Down_the_Twin_Towers

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 6:45:25 AM
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven't read the paper you referred to, but I don't need to. The third building that came down without a plane was clearly

demolished via properly placed explosives, just like the two that were hit by planes. I'm an engineer and there is NO WAY those

came down by planes, and how come the third building is never mentioned? Only near the very beginning of this was there video

available of that third building. And Mr. Epstein's "suicide" with the jail cameras somehow turned off; how can people be so

incredibly stupid?

How about the assassinated leaders of countries who refused the vax, and the new leaders allowing the vax? No, I don't know who

is behind this, although it's out there who likely is, and there is no doubt that what used to be our government is deeply involved. I

do know that it is huge and like a locomotive barreling down the tracks. Would someone please tell me how to make this thing

make a new paragraph instead of running together all the paragraphs that I type?
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Joined On 6/19/2006 1:46:57 PM
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911 was THE event that awakened lots of people. I was one of them. I knew nothing of false `ags and conspiracies that day and I

questioned what I saw and sensed something wasn't right. Now I am convinced the planes were a hologram show and the towers

turned to dust from an energy weapon. Building 7 came down from a normal demolition (I think) since it did not turn to dust from

top to bottom like the towers did. If you check out videos of hologram shows on YouTube you can see how the tech was used on

911. Jet fuel is such a joke. Because of 911 I knew this Covid thing was a false `ag from the beginning. I wouldn't be surprised if

they use the hologram tech again in the near future. Be very very skeptical of what you see in the skies.
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This is a study of the collapse of World Trade Center Building 7 (WTC 7) — a 47-story building that suffered a total collapse at 5:20

PM on September 11, 2001, following the horrible events of that morning. The objective of the study was threefold: (1) Examine

the structural response of WTC 7 to Xre loads that may have occurred on September 11, 2001; (2) Rule out scenarios that could

not have caused the observed collapse; and (3) Identify types of failures and their locations that may have caused the total

collapse to occur as observed.

The UAF research team utilized three approaches for examining the structural response of WTC 7 to the conditions that may have

occurred on September 11, 2001. First, we simulated the local structural response to Xre loading that may have occurred below

Floor 13, where most of the Xres in WTC 7 are reported to have occurred. Second, we supplemented our own simulation by

examining the collapse initiation hypothesis developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

Third, we simulated a number of scenarios within the overall structural system in order to determine what types of local failures

and their locations may have caused the total collapse to occur as observed. The principal conclusion of our study is that Xre did

not cause the collapse of WTC 7 on 9/11, contrary to the conclusions of NIST and private engineering Xrms that studied the

collapse. The secondary conclusion of our study is that the collapse of WTC 7 was a global failure involving the near-simultaneous

failure of every column in the building. -------- ine.uaf.edu/.../wtc7
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Underlying all of this is lack of a sense of self and the conXdence to stand alone and be different. Not needing to conform and be part of

a group to establish one's identity. It occurs to me that a good question to start asking people is, "Now, don't you feel silly about how you

used to wear a mask?" It may have a jarring effect, even on some people who insist on still wearing masks. Such questions may make

them want to jump on the bandwagon and be part of the newest trendiest group that is in-the-know. Obviously, it is a "leading" question to

which they might respond, "I never believed in any of that mask wearing stuff."

I think the reason for this mental susceptibility has a lot to do with modern life and the shift in demographics to cities. With the age of

mechanization and assembly lines, people were no longer totally responsible for their own well-being and that of their families. The

importance of being a "team player" and "going along to get along" was emphasized. This aligned the success and survival of the

individual with group-think rather than individual thought.
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If you download wwwMamabearsproject.com you get good information for what is going on. You can sign up as a volunteer and

you receive stickers with QR codes to download on their phones and cards to distribute. The stickers can be posted on

informational boards and small cards with same to give to people who seem open to learning. The card says “It’s okay to wait.”
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mem... I found this website a while ago. It is interesting.
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Yes, it's like that stupid saying being thrown around workplaces, "There's no I in team." To them I say, "I choose sovereignty over the

collective."
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Shannon; most of the time, when I explain to people that the only thing the mask is doing, is harming their health; they reply: "It's a

personal choice". At that point, I simply give up!
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Who wants to not think, not be an individual? I can't even understand this, let alone the (shadow) boxing of those who choose to

think for themselves. And if discrimination is a commonly understood phrase, then to discriminate against others who think

differently, think for themselves, think like a group, think like an individual, all alike, is just plain wrong and even unconstitutional.

We need to point this out. I think people will respond to the invocation of discrimination. And what about listening to each other,

discourse, civility and our common humanity? We must stress humanity and friendship, embracing of all beliefs, as fundamental to

our society and to wellbeing, even to life itself. God bless. And thank you for pointing this out, Almond! Very insightful and very

important, much appreciation!
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Randyfast, if someone says mask wearing is a personal choice, I just Xnish it with "I choose to keep it that way".
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Can I compare it to wearing a burka?
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mirandola and all... I wonder whether people who truss themselves up so much that they cannot even breathe are so afraid of

dying that they are afraid to live...
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This lack of personal responsibility andcommon sense is rampant today. Now you can blame you lack of good health, etc on others

not take responsibility on yourself. You need not feel guilty when things go wrong, it is someone elses' fault, not mine.  My ex

friend will never admit masks were wrong. She will go to her grave with one on rather than admit she was conned, made a fool.
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Well said Almond. I think I can relate to your view better than all of the others Ive read/listened to, including today's article.
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The question of who will become a enthusiastic vaxxer is fascinating. Why do some people exercise critical thinking skills while others

fold when confronted with "fear porn". I am in Canada and have watched as the "truckers" tried to have a peaceful protest and the "powers

that be" acted hysterically and used totalitarianism measures far beyond anything that would be expected. These measures included

completely crippling an individual's (and their families) Xnancial means to live. No one would have expected the govt to move that far that

quickly.

My guess it that they were starting to open people's eyes and that is the last thing govt wanted. So again, my question is "why do some

people not fold when faced with fear porn"? Looking at my acquaintances I cannot pinpoint any characteristic that allows some people to

exercise critical thinking skills. I never cease bring surprised when people I considered intelligent fold like a cheap tent in a windstorm

and other who seem less informed (maybe indoctrinated) seem to have an understanding of being manipulated.
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Exactly, people were taking notice! The truckers are returning this month, not giving up . We should organize others in support of

them here in the US, all countries and those physically unable to protest, can pray for God's protection of those who can.  The

Christians in Roman days were tossed to lions because of their faith, did not `ince, try to `ee It is believing who you believe is

right, that gives you courage to stand and be counted, not so called intelligence. Even an intelligent person sometimes acts like a

jack a--. No intention to slure the image of mules, they are most intelligent animals, unlike many humans.
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God Bless those truckers!
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While I agree with Matthias Desmet that social isolation furthers the cause of totalitarianism, I do not believe it is the fundamental

underpinning. Instead, it is fear that drives the societal dynamic. And that fear is rooted based on many cognitive distortions, and in many

cases outright lies. The Xrst lie, as Simone Gold pointed out, was to say "`atten the curve in 14 days". Yeah right, like a virus can

disappear...at all....let alone that quickly! We must point out to people that critical thinking is key. Ignorance is not always bliss, and lies at

the heart of the rise to power, running the world by the nose based on terrorizing the entire globe with a virus. We should ask people to do

their research. Google the vaccine ingredients, easy to do. There is lots more. We must be strategic, but we can do this work if we use

strategy instead of acting based on lack of strategy. With good strategy, we can win. God bless.
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I agree. If what he says is true I wouldn't be here.
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If you have run a Emergency Service type business 40+ years and had several death type issues ..you become more adept at seeing

through the complete bull *** that comes at you .....I don't believe any thing after this Covid Crap.....Sorry
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It has all been lies UP TO the covid crap.
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One of the most outrageous videos I saw, was a woman screaming at a man for not wearing a mask while alone in his car with the

windows up. As if this wasn't ridiculous enough, she was NOT wearing a mask herself!!!!
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I live in Australia and as far as I am concerned the majority of people in this country are like SHEEP and will not question anything and

think that their Doctors are Gods.  People here do not do their own investigating at all re much to do with health - just take their Doctors

word for it - or the health authorities. I worked in the Medical profession for many years for Doctors that were involved in Natural Health

Treatments (not liked in this country) and I certainly had my eyes opened! No way I will take any medication without investigating it

thoroughly - I am 75 and do not take any prescription medicine.  My point with all of this is a country like Australia is a good target for

health scares - and pushing vaccines on to people........   I have had quite a lot of nasty comments because I don't agree with a lot of

medications and vaccines ................... it is like - how dare I question Doctors????
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Ask your fellow countrymen, "why do doctors have to PRACTICE if they are supposedly infallible"?
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It is a function of the school system and the churches, both of which train people to believe, not think. Please note I have no

quarrel with religious orientation; my quarrel is with belief based on authority, which is pounded into people through "education"

where getting the "right answer" yields that "A" which makes it possible to proceed to the next level of indoctrination, one way or

another. By the time I was in high school, (in the 1960s) I was questioning my religious training (note I did not say education) and

dared not speak of it even in my public high school. I ended up taking my own independent spiritual path based on experience. I

also have taken my own individual path for health care, also based on experience as well as my own research that caused me to

question. The hippies really did have part of it right --- Question Authority.
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Welcome to the US, Canada, the whole world. Drs are Gods, along with Gates, Fauci. I also worked in medicine, lab tech. Saw

medicines cause more harm than good. I could take meds for diabetes, but they cause things far worse than the disease they

treat.Welcome to the older generation, i am 81. Isn't it amazing we are still alive without their "medicines"?
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It's the Marxist indoctrination. I'm sure Australia is in lockstep with the USA and others. They teach (brainwash) you in public

schools to discredit any and all alternative medicine (your great grandma was an idiot) and there's no cure for any health problem.

There's only "treatments" for a "lifetime" and only a doctor can "TREAT" you!
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One person that I spoke to said it well, "they are afraid to be afraid".
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What a fascinating discussion. I’ve been trying to understand why some people refuse to understand what’s going on around them and

the explanation here Xts. Thank you so much.
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No one ever said sheep were intelligent! They ware willing to go to the slaughter, wherever the judas goat (Satan) leads them.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The difference between humans & animals is that if you tried to put a face mask on an animal, they would immediately rip it off. They

instinctively know that it is not compatible with life. Not only does it deprive one of much needed oxygen, but the whole time you're

wearing it, you are re-breathing your own carbon dioxide. I cannot think of one animal that would stand for such nonsense.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 11:00:16 AM

* Like  + Dislike

 

jgeorge33
Joined On 11/19/2012 4:45:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.telegraph.co.uk/environment/2022/04/27/face-masks-cows-could-help-..  Prince Charles backs face masks for cows to help

save the planet one burp at a time. the crazee continues.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sense of smell is vital to survival. Any mask capable of Xltering a virus will impair (prevent) smell. That deXes all the laws of

nature! We have effectively deXed the law of nature (God). Most dogs can smell infections and infectious diseases. They know

when you're sick.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 7:44:23 PM
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am 74 y/o, unvaxxed, and after two years Xnally tested positive for Covid at the beginning of this year - it was a walk in the park for me.

Most of my family are unvaxx’d including my 4 grandchildren, a grand niece, and a grand nephew, who also caught and recovered with no

issues from Covid. We are all Xne and I have been using our experience to show Covid is not as lethal as portrayed by the media. I almost

felt like giving up because the people I share this with looked at me as if I were the crazy one. To take it one step further, my unvaxx’d

sister tested positive at the beginning of this week but since her symptoms were mild, we did not postpone our planned trip and I shared

a hotel room with her all week to put my natural immunity to test. This article encourages me to keep on sharing - by the end of this week,

I may even have more to share!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here, i am 81, unvaxed, have been with people who had mild case of it, never got sick,never tested positive. Friends unvaxed

had it, stayed home self treated, survived. One friend was vaxed, died in hospital with it. My ex friend says We are just lucky,

refuses to believe the truth.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 7:45:16 PM
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MasterSweatt
Joined On 2/18/2022 5:57:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many of my clients and other people I know have had 10 or more people close to them die in their sleep or from heart attacks and

strokes (over the past 18 months) but don't seem to think anything is out of the ordinary. And if you try to bring it up they just yell at you

for being and antivaxxer crazy. I still know people that won't get together with family members that are unvaxxed.
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MastekSweatt: Even though many of my family members who got vaxxed went on to catch Covid anyway, my daughter & I are still

not invited to any family get togethers, that includes birthdays, out door BBQ's, baby showers, and the usual Thanksgiving,

Christmas, New Years, etc. You would of thought the results from this last year would of highlighted the fact that the vaxxed have

the same risk level to catch & spread Covid as the "unvaxxed". But no, they double down. It is mind boggling and I am grateful to

articles like this from Dr. Mercola & all the those commenting in this community because when you are in the minority 10% of

critical thinkers, it is nourishing to hear from folks around the country & the world who get it.

My own father has been cold to me, and without any empathy this last year. He is this way in general, not just about Covid. It is as if

he sees me as a less deserving person to achieve success or happiness in life because I didn't go along with this corrupt narrative.

For example, I tell him via phone that his grandaughter is excited to start junior college in August & I am working 2 jobs so I can

pay for it (i'm a single Mom, her Dad isn't offering to help her go). You would think my dad would be like, that's great, or ask

questions about what classes she will take, or just feedback in general. He was cold as ice. His attitude seems like he is irritated

with that we are so healthy & moving on with life, got Covid & are now immune.

He acts like we are undeserving to have any dreams or participate in society at all since we don't believe in masks or jabs. Thus, in

his eyes, his grandaughter pursuing her dreams and growing up is irrelevent. There is a palpable disconnect from those who are

jabbed, a kind of strange coldness I couldn't put my Xnger on, but this article pinpoints exactly what I have been feeling the last

year. Also, now that my Dad & his wife are starting to have health problems, I also detect hostility that I am not.:(
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"This early experience made him decide to focus on the psychological mechanisms at play in society, and he became convinced that what

we were seeing were in fact the effects of a large-scale process of mass formation, because the most salient characteristic of this

psychological trend is that it makes people radically blind to everything that goes against the narrative they believe in. They basically

become incapable of distancing themselves from their beliefs, and therefore cannot take in or evaluate new data." - That has been my

exact experience when attempting to explain simple truths; such as the masks are harmful and not capable of blocking an nano sized

viral particle. The hypnotized don't seem to have any comprehension of what I'm saying. Anyone who follows my posts - on this site and

others, knows that I have also made the following statement; from the very beginning of this psyops! "The ridiculous COVID agenda is a

means to an end.". Nothing was ever clearer to me!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, part of the solution is to use imagery and video footage, not facts. People in denial, or who are not inclined to think

critically in the Xrst place, will not respond to facts or the written word. Instead, they will respond to imagery and videos.

www.bitchute.com/.../2oeXC639MJBD
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, I stopped trying to reach the brainwashed after confrontations with maskoholics. I would explain that the pores in their

masks (not even bothering to mention they could stick their Xngers where the mask puckered on the sides) were 8.3 times larger

than the (supposed) virus- how's that for a single sentence? I would then ask them if they had also replaced their window screens

with chain link fencing. Blank stare.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Brian; that onslaught of zombie movies, a few years ago, was a warning and I was paying attention. We are now witnessing the

Zombie Apocalypse!
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shannonaz
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Randy: Yes, exactly! I think the reason this hypnotized group can't separate their beliefs is that from the very beginning they

responded to this agenda on emotion. Now that simple obvious truths come out, they can't analyze it because of their EMOTIONS

is what they have been running on, not hard data. They are all in with what their government and leaders tell them is reality and

they cannot conceive of the notion that government could be incompetent, collude, or willingly try to hurt them. If they admit that,

then it is not just Covid that smashes to dust, but EVERYTHING they believed in about how the world works. Their world view would

be challenged.

This leads to a fragil ego when you approach them, that is why Leftists will start calling you names & attack you personally if you

engage in a debate. This is because they don't exist in facts, they exist in a bubble of a world view, therefore they have to attack the

messenger because they have nothing to attack the data. When you point this out, they shut down altogether & act in an immature

way. You ask why are they becoming so enraged & upset when discussing UN-EMOTIONAL data, but they have no reply and just

call you crazy, conspiracy theorist. That is their last resort when confronted with data. I Xnd these sheep as extremely emotional,

that has been my experience whenever I have tried to discuss the situation like adults.

It is like talking to a 3 year old, literally. It is too much to take in for the weak minded. I Xnd that those who operated in the real

world, or had struggles that led them to these hard truths BEFORE Covid are much less likely to have fallen for this scam. We

learned long ago that not all is as it seems and to navigate around it. Those going along with this seemed to have missed a key

and crucial maturity marker in their education if they actually think ANY goverment or entity doesn't need to be viewed with

discernment. History alone tells us otherwise.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM
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I'd love to know why there are actually quite a lot of us who have not been and are not taken in by any if it. Is it something to do with our

upbringing , our education, our subconscious minds or what? My children , grandchildren are, all NOT brainwashed and many friends, but

my brother had the jab and died within a week of what they said was "sudden onset acute leukaemia". He collapsed while out skiing, three

days after the jab!! His son still thinks it was coincidence. Is he bonkers? Jennifer UK
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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It is a bit of all these plus a goodly dose of bullheadedness. So sad so many must die because a few want total control of all.
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Fortywinkband: This is my take on it: I think the reason this hypnotized group can't separate their beliefs is that from the very

beginning they responded to this agenda on emotion. Now that simple obvious truths come out, they can't analyze it because of

their EMOTIONS is what they have been running on, not hard data. They are all in with what their government and leaders tell them

is reality and they cannot conceive of the notion that government could be incompetent, collude, or willingly try to hurt them. If

they admit that, then it is not just Covid that smashes to dust, but EVERYTHING they believed in about how the world works. Their

world view would be challenged.

This leads to a fragil ego when you approach them, that is why Leftists will start calling you names & attack you personally if you

engage in a debate. This is because they don't exist in facts, they exist in a bubble of a world view, therefore they have to attack the

messenger because they have nothing to attack the data. When you point this out, they shut down altogether & act in an immature

way. You ask why are they becoming so enraged & upset when discussing UN-EMOTIONAL data, but they have no reply and just

call you crazy, conspiracy theorist. That is their last resort when confronted with data. I Xnd these sheep as extremely emotional,

that has been my experience whenever I have tried to discuss the situation like adults.

It is like talking to a 3 year old, literally. It is too much to take in for the weak minded. I Xnd that those who operated in the real

world, or had struggles that led them to these hard truths BEFORE Covid are much less likely to have fallen for this scam. We

learned long ago that not all is as it seems and to navigate around it. Those going along with this seemed to have missed a key

and crucial maturity marker in their education if they actually think ANY goverment or entity doesn't need to be viewed with

discernment. History alone tells us otherwise.
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Joined On 4/12/2008 7:28:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah, yes...the Matrix. Once you've taken the red pill, you can't take the blue pill. Yay, 10% red pill-ers. Now, how many nebulous blue pills

will be courageous enough to take that red pill? Keep dissenting!
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imaginal110
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How do we show up and get our human voice into the public conversation? How to go beyond having the right opinion which can

sometimes make me feel a little holier than others. There's a vast continuum of response and speaking up as Desmets suggests requires

personal growth and responsibility. Not demonizing the other, either those taken in by the propaganda or those disseminating it. Actually

BOTH sides of that divide have been seduced by it. Using our voice as an act of courage. There's a psychological value in speaking up I

think. It can help free us up from a mess of insecurities. Here's my blog post on that for Men's Health Week:

www.linkedin.com/pulse/speaking-out-loud-thought-mens-health-week-andr..
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Joined On 8/2/2018 11:04:53 AM
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The same phenomenon is present (perhaps worse) concerning weather modiXcation warfare (aka geoengineering) Immense destruction

of the atmosphere is taking place, visible in plain sight almost on a daily basis, unseen by the masses. It is far from subtle and has been

slowly increased in intensity over recent years to the point it often covers the sky from horizon to horizon with dingy gray, mostly rainless,

clouds. Mr. Bill Vaccine is also partially funding and driving this program in the misnomer of saving the planet from climate change by

installing a solar shield to block the suns heat.  Instead it is not only poisoning the air we breathe but the land needed for agricultural use.

The Ill effects are taking place NOW not some indeterminate future time.  Most will sleep walk through it.
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Yes, another subject to broach when one can. In a recent letter to friends noting that I'd purchased Elana Freeland's new book

'Geoengineered transhumanism,' I included the following book review from Catherine Austin-Fitts' site (Solari.com) :

 home.solari.com/book-review-geoengineered-transhumanism-by-elana-freel..   -  As Austin-Fitts states in her book review, "It just

keeps getting weirder."
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There was a day just a couple of years ago when that haze was across the sky, and I walked outside the next morning to Xnd a

white powder that had slid off the roof (no gutters.) It was completely around the house and plenty enough to pick up. THIS is what

they are putting in the sky, and there is nothing whatsoever we as people are empowered to do about it.
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jda: I responded with this on a different Mercola post, but will post again to your comment, which you are spot on. Here are some

potential ways to combate the chemtrails: "Classic" Chemtrails have Nano, Barium, Aluminum, Mycoplasma, Sterlizing agents, and

Viruses, i.e. Babesia. Aluminium poisoning can cause osteomalacia=Vitamin D deXciency. To minimize the effects, use: Cilantro,

zeolites, chlorella and bentonite clay, de-ioniser. & Ivermetin, Vit C., Orgone energy & EDTA chelation therapy by suppository (oral

chelation less eucient) The goal is to get rid of the heavy metals in your body.

Saunas and exercise are good to elimanate heavy metals through the sweat glands. Aluminium poisoning is thwarted by Vitamin D

and Vitamin C and Calcium. When you take these you need to take Magnesium and Zinc. For the Barium exposure, take Potassium

chloride 600gms and Vitamin C your body will do the rest. Distilled water can pull out inorganic heavy metals & other bad toxins

from the body better than any other water. thelastsigns.blogspot.com/2015/09/caution-they-are-spraying-pathogens-..

 tropmedhealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s41182-019-0171-8  map.geoengineeringmonitor.org

 en.wikipedia.org/.../Mycoplasma
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Joined On 2/3/2014 5:45:21 PM
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I just Xnished reading "Educated" by Tara Westover then, coincidentally, watched "Keep Sweet, Pray and Obey" on Net`ix. Both the book

and the docudrama were about the culture surrounding Fundamentalist Latter Day Saints (FLDS) and re`ect the subject of this article -

mass hypnosis. It is shocking how clearly the reader (or viewer) can see the abuse and struggle of those captured inside the group but

the victims truly cannot see. One of the most effective strategies used by the FLDS was isolation.

Members of the group were not allowed contact with the outside world (newspapers, internet, radio, TV, books) rather had to rely on the

words of the Prophet who claimed to have direct contact with God. I think about how the truth about the pandemic has been isolated in a

manner of speaking. People don't seem to know how to Xnd information that might have good science as a foundation. If their doctor

says or WHO, FDA says something it HAS to be true because "they wouldn't lie to us now would they?" Transformation only occurs when a

few on the inside start to question and then break free.
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Anyone who claims to be the only one in communication with God is a false prophet. I can communicate with Him anytime I

want/need to.  I have direct proof of His power to heal, drs said I would die in 3 months of lymphoma. 1 year later after prayer from

me and friends, following His lead to Dr.Mercola, organic, I was in remission. Car accident, car totaled, i only had bruises. 2 falls,

only broken arm Xrst tiem and wrist second. At 81, i am healthy, never had covid.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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2+2=5  Men can have babies.  It's part of the Marxist globalist takeover.  Destroy critical thinking skills.
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Maybe Desmet touches on this in his book, regardless it's important to discuss the role of social media. In and of itself, globalist agendas

aside, social media has played a huge role in the sense of being a force for social engineering. I mean, the younger generation especially,

are so tapped into social, that for many nothing else matters. This inherently gives huge power to the Social media giants, and why we've

seen so many efforts to censor any debate about the nature of and responses to the pandemic. I found some articles at the Liberty

Beacon by Robert J. Burrowes that take a good stab at answering the multi-faceted question of why people follow blindly. Mr. Burrowes

writes an article entitled 'TerriXed of Freedom: Why Most Human Beings are Embracing the Global Elite’s Technotyranny.' This and other

interesting reads can be found here: www.thelibertybeacon.com
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paciacpassinger
Joined On 7/10/2021 12:23:54 AM
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Had to share this catchy 80's style song; Muse a band from England, and a tune called "Compliance"...because the powers that be, have

plans for you. www.youtube.com/watch
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CUT  THE  CORD!!! CUT  THE  CORD!!! Live your best lives! Happy Dad's Day!! Enjoy! And get fresh air and take a long walk. No mask.

Freedom. We are off to LA Playa.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was an amazing talk by Dr. Desmet. Thank you Dr. Mercola for hosting him; his insights and knowledge are crucial for the months

and years ahead. I for one will keep speaking out, and like Dr. Desmet am positive the regime will eventually wear itself out; it's not

sustainable for humanity. I absolutely loved his thoughts on how we must try to embrace our humanity, and that there are other options

out there for us. It was a positive ray of light amongst all the fear and hopelessness that a lot of people are feeling.
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Joined On 8/5/2016 2:11:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your heart for people and their wellness is obvious. Thank You, Dr. Mercola. My prayer is that the person you refer to as the SOURCE,

reveal Himself to you as the Divine Source and Creator of it all. I pray that you become aware of God's wonderful love for you and all of his

creation that He is willing to give his life to save it all and open once more the Garden of Eden for us who believe in Him, where we will

actually be in the NEW NORMAL only God can give us.
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brian.wernerfyzicalhq.com
Joined On 9/2/2021 5:33:39 PM
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Why is this sounding more and more like a Star Wars movie.....
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AnthonyHalifax
Joined On 6/19/2022 1:28:35 PM
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Depopulation Jab Covid 1984 is just the Flu re-branded so that the Evil Luciferian FreeMasons New World Order can murder the masses

for the Depopulation Agenda! Jacques Attali, 1981, then adviser to Franois Mitterrand wrote this: "In the future it will be a question of

Xnding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he exceeds 60-65 years man lives longer than it

produces and it costs society dearly. Then the weak and then the useless ones who bring nothing to society because there will be more

and more of them, and especially Xnally the most stupid. Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to be an essential

instrument of our future societies, in any case.

We will of course not be able to execute people or make camps. We will get rid of it by making them believe that it is for their good. Too

large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also much better for the

human machine to come to an abrupt halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won't be able to pass intelligence tests on millions and

millions of people, you can imagine! We will Xnd something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain people, a real economic crisis or

not, a virus that will affect the old or the big, it doesn't matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful and the stupid will believe it and ask

to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be done on

its own: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. " [The future of life - Jacques Attali, 1981] Interviews with Michel Salomon,

collection Faces of the future, editions Seghers. The link has been censored by Big Brother!

qall5ictanzobw2zo3nex6zc7u-ac5fdsxevxq4s5y-forumactif.translate.goog/t..
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Joined On 4/29/2015 4:26:58 AM
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The only thing I question about this conversation is when he says people have to non-violent resistance... real resistance requires the

possibility of violence, he mentions that in nazi germany people stopped speaking up, that is because there was violence directed at them

because of their speaking out, my idea around this is if people are willing to get violent against the hypnotized, doesnt that present a

danger to the hypnotized and the possibly snaps them out of it
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Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM
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Those who believe in the mainstream media narrative turn all of this around. They believe that WE who consider ourselves to be awake

are the ones who have been hypnotized by the alternative media. This is what I hear from my grown vaccinated children and their

spouses who accuse me of being the one who is "not well" and under a spell.
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jce60562
Joined On 1/23/2022 11:51:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need this information-its not too lofty. Splendid discourse and freedom formerly was Xrm in the hands of the individual, not

considered too stupid to manage their public health practice of individuals’ DISINFECTION of germs where they enter the body, as in air

passageways which proceed to the lungs. It was WHO Essentials Medicine and their medical modality for global health. If we

independently, again can resolve germ warfare of every nature such as viral, bacterial, fungal, micoplasmic, we better can disengage from

the fearmongers. We are not advertising the drug Argyrol but that is the OTC Anti-Infective for mucous membranes previously last owned

by Johnson & Johnson. Disinfection was removed in order to scheme the medical security state upon which the tyranny is proceeding.

Please keep up the good work, Dr. Mercola-luz et veritas’. People are not as stupid as they’re being treated.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 6:36:08 PM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have put my trust in God so do not believe their lies, fear tactics. God will provide! He led me to Dr.Mercola to advise me, commentators

here and fellow preppers. When you are certain whaere you are heading, you do not fear what is here on earth.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 2:26:30 PM
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes best to trust in God. No fear of death and No fear of living, whatever that brings. A better place to come. Jennifer

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 3:17:53 PM
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AnthonyHalifax
Joined On 6/19/2022 1:28:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Surprised that you are unaware of this : Depopulation Jab Covid 1984 is just the Flu re-branded so that the Evil Luciferian FreeMasons

New World Order can murder the masses for the Depopulation Agenda! Jacques Attali, 1981, then adviser to Franois Mitterrand wrote

this: "In the future it will be a question of Xnding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he exceeds

60-65 years man lives longer than it produces and it costs society dearly. Then the weak and then the useless ones who bring nothing to

society because there will be more and more of them, and especially Xnally the most stupid. Euthanasia targeting these groups;

euthanasia will have to be an essential instrument of our future societies, in any case.

We will of course not be able to execute people or make camps. We will get rid of it by making them believe that it is for their good. Too

large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also much better for the

human machine to come to an abrupt halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won't be able to pass intelligence tests on millions and

millions of people, you can imagine! We will Xnd something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain people, a real economic crisis or

not, a virus that will affect the old or the big, it doesn't matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful and the stupid will believe it and ask

to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be done on

its own: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. " [The future of life - Jacques Attali, 1981] Interviews with Michel Salomon,

collection Faces of the future, editions Seghers. The link has been censored by Big Brother!

qall5ictanzobw2zo3nex6zc7u-ac5fdsxevxq4s5y-forumactif.translate.goog/t..
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be so much easier to keep speaking out if we had a non bought out press. We’re aware of the 17,000 physicians who have signed

the petition for early treatments, the problems in using the VAERS system, the lack of common reporting on the jab’s problems, and the

individual suffering it’s brought to so many. But it sure isn’t commonly discussed. And as long as it isn’t or it’s portrayed as though anyone

who brings it up is wearing a tin foil hat, the hypnotic machine will remain unfettered. Not only is the easily accessible info. pro vax at any

cost, it is engaging in proactive damage control.

Yahoo news just released a piece about the prevalence of uterine cancer setting the “pay no attention to the man behind the curtain “

stage debunking the current surge in these cancers since the vaccine, as has been reported by some physicians. Yahoo also ran a piece a

few weeks back about young people who had suffered brain hemorrhages. The piece ran originally in 2015 because these are rare. But

now they are using any discussion of this problem not related to the jab. Everything is set up beforehand to promote those who beneXt.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 1:01:52 PM
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dpr8665
Joined On 5/31/2021 5:20:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are sheep. Just read the details of the Asch Conformity Experiment, www.simplypsychology.org/asch-conformity.html  or the

Milgram Shock experiment www.simplypsychology.org/milgram.html
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patrick023
Joined On 8/13/2012 10:32:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Germans fought these world criminals that have given us the scamdimic ! The Germans were under a economic horror that was

murdering the Germans . The jews declared economic war on the Germans in 1933 .
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One does not Xnd wisdom or insight corporately but only individually through self-awareness. No one knows you better than you. I often

wonder when a person is given a choice he opens all other doors but the locked one as if they know already but do not want to face what

that implies but if we know this can we not overcome our anxiety to deal with it in a way that restores our faith and conXdence through

thoughtful positive action. I often am reminded that if a person must resort to any form of oppression or violence they have lost the

ability to converse for they have nothing left to offer their case but to oppress, slander and name call. Any onlooker can see this and

reason. There is a future warning in this present lull “beware eyes that are kind and then become cruel”. Now that you know your

expectations will not be violated and there is a way to see the silver lining even on a dark cloud for some things can never stop shining

through.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A deeper dive into this topic - secularheretic.substack.com/.../mass-formation-psychosis
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mercola14
Joined On 4/12/2010 2:53:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Next on the menu : Monkey pox. SO TOTALLY ( AND METICULOUSLY PLANNED ) EVIL !! Scare people to death with something that is

VISUALLY TERRIFYING ( the blisters )- instead of more boring and non-emotional " facts " and " statistics " which people are tired

of.Despite the facts that: it is virtually never fatal , not all people get blisters ( many simply get a rash with pimples ), that there are less

than 2000 cases world wide and that it is exclusively only spread by skin to skin contact with over 90% of cases being individuals who are

homosexual (Note: I have nothing against homosexuals -I am simply quoting a fact ) - the WHO is considering ( and will ) declare it a

pandemic ! Gotta get those10% holdouts against the COVID vaccine jabbed with something else !!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

However, people are mocking it so they will either change the name or choose another scamdemic. Remember, they went from the

Bologna Virus and renamed it Covert 2019.
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Solarwind3000
Joined On 6/20/2009 8:04:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Parallel structures.. parallel organizations: it makes sense that the AMA is no longer an organization that promotes health as the absence

and prevention of disease. At some point, true healers and those who follow the intention and mantra of the Hippocratic Oath will diverge

from mainstream drug-pushing disease-care and take the Road Less Traveled to create a new medical and health community, absent of

the corporate greed and hidden agendas of those who have inXltrated and captured the AMA, AHA, FDA, CDC and WHO.
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Desmet is correct in terms of his historical analysis and present, but I am not as pessimistic about the future. Consultants to the

Democratic party recently advised Democrats to move away from authoritarian agendas regarding COVID because most American's no

longer felt such measures were important or reasonable, and the Democrats followed this advice. This re`ects that many people have

woken up to at least some extent. In my area of Florida exceedingly few are wearing masks at this point, but no doubt other areas are still

under the spell and will take longer to wake up.
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God gave EVERYone a mind and the option of using it to choose free will and critical thinking ability. All humans get this. CHOOSE your

sources of information and those you place trust in.
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FEAR is the great motivator! Don't believe it, then watch your local news some evening when there is a storm warning and see that

nothing is being broadcast except the weather and the constant warnings to seek shelter. This was done when I was a kid in elementary

school when we had the nuclear bomb drills.
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Our county in Oklahoma was the only one who did not lock down or required masks. Certainly some stores required but many of us

refused and yes people were scary. I’m still curious how people here caught it because we are so rural but Oklahoma was Xrst to receive

the jab.  Since the media were not warned, they swallowed the venom and I believe all of a sudden since many are sick or have died, they

will too turn on the ones who did this.
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I would love to relocate to your county because of all the sane people who live there. My theory on how people caught it is that the

"powers that be" have the ability to distribute it via the air any time and any place they want. They instill fear in people who resisted

by distributing the virus (if it is a virus?) in those areas to make them sick on purpose, and of course made sure that early effective

treatment was unavailable and only the jabs. I think this happened many times in gatherings of people who were resisting. Don't

think it isn't possible, because it is. Easily so.
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A key aspect of how we get out of this is DISINTERMEDIATION. In a nutshell: reveal the fake news around the pandemic/“vaccines” —>

destroy the media’s credibility —> undermine the media’s hold on the minds of the population —> now release, on a secure platform,

unmediated information related to the Xnancial, political and war crimes/crimes against humanity. This is why alternative media such as

Mercola's site and Substack and Truth Social are so crucial. mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..
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Hear, hear! But to destroy their credibility means more than just exposing their lies or cognitive distortions, even if that is part of it.

I am cross posting for emphasis, because this is really important, that to appeal to the gut and not the brain, is key. Use images

and videos to do that. People respond to images where the written word and intellectual thought seems too tiresome to some

cross sectors. We shall peacefully overcome. The truth is mightier than the sword! Oh yes and how about considering suing the

media, an idea whose time has come? Class action carries far more clout and strength than solo lawsuits. God bless.
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Unfortunately, both sides of our political spectrum are engaged in mass formation. On one side, there are free-Xghting governors who

declare that masks and vaccines should be a matter of personal choice, because what you put on or in your body is not the government's

business. These same politicians believe that the right to defend your body is fundamental to freedom, that you are entitled to "stand your

ground" against a real or perceived threat, and you have the right use deadly force to protect your body. Therefore, a few dozen mutilated

schoolchildren here and there, now and then, is an acceptable risk for the greater good, which is your right to protect YOUR children and

YOUR body. I don't Xnd any inconsistency in this logic. However, these same free-loving politicians are the ones who are telling women

that self-defense and "standing your ground" do not apply when it comes to a certain kind of cell that is implanted in their bodies.

That the rights of this cell, according to these free-loving governors, negate the rights of liberty, happiness, self-defense, stand your

ground, and in some cases, life itself in the women who carry it. The followers of these governors have been trained to overlook one

school shooting after another because gun control is government overreach (just tweet more "thoughts and prayers" and move on), but a

woman of a certain age has no right to determine what happens in her body because the government says so, and that's NOT government

overreach? The other side is guilty of the reverse of everything I just said. But both sides are inconsistent and expect their followers to

believe in their illogic. Are there any true libertarians to vote for, who believe that you, and not the government, own your own body

whether you're male or female (or some variation) and have an intrinsic right to defend it from government intrusion?
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Your questions are all based on government not God. School shooters only go where there are no guns. They do not go to a police

station to shoot people. This is how evil operates. A women has rights over her body but a baby inside is not her body. Try God not

man made solutions. Think it through before sex , God tells you of the dangers . Would the government suggest that we castrate

all men to stop prostitution? Then, why do they try the same thing with guns? Meditation might help you separate your brain from

your thoughts and let God’s spirit rule.
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Religion is a deeply private, personal subject, and the separation of church and state is a fundamental tenet of our democracy. And

you bring up a good point. Our politicians are playing God on both sides of the spectrum. Regarding my own beliefs, I am an old

woman, and I marched in the 1960s for civil rights, an end to useless wars, and personal freedom. It is human nature to go forward,

not backward, particularly to a less enlightened time in our history. If a woman chooses to defer her own civil rights to the rights of

a cell, that should be her choice, not the government's.

i made that choice six times. I also chose not to vaccine the children who developed from those cells. It took some effort and

some clever letter writing, but I did it. Some of those children grew up and chose to vaccinate themselves, while others refused.

God gave human beings a brain unlike any other living being, and when you make a choice based on your deeply held beliefs, not

just the rules or popular propaganda, then you are following in the footsteps of Christ, who was the quintessential free-thinker.
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Well said Den6328!
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You will Xnd the arguments are based on belief that a human can create a human soul. A human cannot create, nor destroy, a

human soul. Those who think they can, will Xght against a woman's control over her body. There is no arguing with that kind of

belief. Those of us who know beyond a doubt that a body is only a body and a soul is a soul, will have no argument with what a

woman, or a man, chooses to do with their own body.
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John 8:28,29 Jesus was not a “free thinker”. He recognized his father’s right as The Xrst Creator to set parameters of right and

wrong and he also was the ultimate expression of love in that. He was very cognizant of our weaknesses due to current

imperfection and lovingly took that into account when dealing with others.
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Even before i read the article; it’s the fear that was instilled in so many people. I became overwhelmed with it! And there were a a few from

here when I admitted this came to my rescue. I also went to friends and they helped; the fear left and did not come back; I recognized that

fear was poison. Do you remember the honoriXc stories coming out of NYC? All the stats of death, the lack of respirators? Trump using

his presidential powers to manufacturer more of them and masks? And if one’s diet was nothing but that: No wonder there are still many

who believe and cannot see.

BUT!!! And there is a but, they closed churches and only a few remain opened under great pressure to close; they still did not close. I

believe the closing of the churches was manufactured so people could or would not seek refuge. Yes, there was online church; but church

was never to be in isolation but in fellowship. With fellowship there is strength. The church would have grown not shrunk. In my

neck-of-woods, there are a few churches that have not reopened.

But many churches are seeing explosive growth. One church has seen their attendance since November 2021 explode from 150 to over

600 on Sunday; on Wednesdays from may be 50 to over 200. A church in California that did not close and thank God had their Xnes

rescinded (thanks to the Supreme Court) saw their attendance during covid triple and had to raise tents to hold the people coming to

them. This is why the they closed the churches. No matter your faith or no faith, the church can never close again. NEVER!
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I am seeing many many people becoming more spiritually empowered everyday too...it's inspiring. Perhaps all of this deep

"intentionally in`icted" pain-false fear was needed for "we the people" to have a beautiful spiritual awakening and regain what is

important in a life and of course re-aurm our GOD given unalienable RIGHTS!
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Agreed.
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Yet Legacy Media promotes Americans are abandoning the churches in droves, & they wonder why they lose viewership.
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May need to step back to see where THEY are herding us. The timing is clear, this recent Australian interview rounds out "their plans", for

anyone who may have missed listening to David Icke last fall, when he Xrst outlined what he he found in his years of research..."Fear is

the Mind Virus" - www.bitchute.com/.../kXzBRv7gnsz7  - - - - if we do not understand their goals, far more diucult to identify the next

steps when these occur, as these steps may appear as a random event, NOT!
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Mass control, examples, conscription to join armed forces, willingness to Xght to the death. Religious’ education leads to a stereotypical

mentality. Patriotism and tribalism socially separation. H.G.Wells, author of The Time Machine’ showed the effect of multi-generational

acceptance of a ritual that began in the 20th century of people going into air raid shelters whenever the sirens sounded in a fear of a

nuclear war. After millennia the population had developed into two distinct social orders, those living above ground, the Eloy, and those

living below grounds, the Morlocks. The Eloy living in sunlight appeared to live an idyllic life but when night came they became fearful and

would not go outside. When the sirens sounded, the Eloy became hypnotised and willingly went to the underground places to be farmed

by the Morlocks.
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Mass Formation Psychosis, in simpler terms, is a manufactured lynch mob. The lynch mob has a hive mind controlled by something or

someone (a dictator) that demands immediate action or compliance to a perceived threat, injustice, or political agenda. It is implemented

quickly without suucient evidence or proof. The media, corrupt government and medical institutions rushed to get a vaccine out to

everyone without even suucient testing to force on the population a totalitarian agenda, not because of the threat of the covid pandemic,

which was a massive fraud and served as a trojan horse to vaccinate as many people as possible.

The vaccine is the means by which the WEC (Great Reset), through the medical authority of the W.H.O. will create the hive mind. Its

purpose is to depopulate and transform survivors into surveilled, tracked and controlled 'transhuman' slaves. The lynch mob usually tries

to hang its victims quickly to avoid exposing the truth so that the 'dictator' gets their agenda accomplished. We surely live in dire times.

https://www.direreport.com
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Nope. We have been living life....beach sand and sea!! CUT THE CORD!! WOOHOO
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Very illuminating article. I have come to similar conclusions - see Bert Olivier: "Therapeutic re`ections on the pandemic’". Psychotherapy

and Politics International, Vol. 20 (1 & 2), 2022, pp. 1-29. DOI: ojs.aut.ac.nz/psychotherapy-politics-international/article/view/21
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Thank you Dr Mercola and Matthias; this is fascinating. One thing I can think of which isn’t mentioned here - although it may be in the

book (which I will be buying!) - is the whole data collection story, Cambridge Analytica onwards. I wonder if the free `owing anxiety could

be exacerbated by the exponential use of social media which has been tailored to our collected/stolen information. This could be in the

form of “news” which we think everyone else is reading - even if they are not as their “news” will be tailored for them also - and which

gives us an illusion of solidarity because it taps into our interests, fears, etc - like an echo chamber - but leaves us unconnected

physically.
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This has to be started by the mentality when people did not care about their health and they lined up for the seasonal `u vaccine every
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This has to be started by the mentality when people did not care about their health and they lined up for the seasonal `u vaccine every

year. As doctors tried to force cholesterol lowering medication (statins) on me, I took all food rich in Toxic sugar out of my diet to get

better lipid results without using statins , then I noticed the more food I cut out of my diet rich with toxic sugar, the less I suffered from

any `u attack. Now I never have food rich with toxic sugar and I never get any `u symptoms.  They say anybody with good level of

Vitamin D can never catch a virus. And someone said it is not a covid pandemic it is a Vitamin D deXciency pandemic.  [footnote] I give

the prestigious preXx to sugar, as food manufactures shove as much as they can into their product to make people overdose on there

product. Someone has already written a book called "Pure White and Deadly"
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mdso379
Joined On 10/17/2021 1:25:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mdso from Australia. Just letting everyone know Australian Customs have banned oucially Ivermectin and HDQ in Australia. Australian

Customs are pulling all parcels from India, Hong Kong and perhaps other places providing it. Someone I know ordered from India and

paid for it through PAYPAL. They waited several months, then contacted their source in India who said the parcel had been sent. Friend

then decided to reclaim a refund through PAYPAL. Shortly afterwards, they were contacted via email by Australia Customs, warning that

these were banned substances in Australia and cannot be imported because it is illegal. They had broken the law.  The question I am

asking is this... Is PAYPAL working with Australian Customs?
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Aprimidi
Joined On 9/28/2021 3:00:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do we keep on stressing about, trying to maneuver or hold on to all this 'billshut'? Why can't we even entertain doing things in a

completely different way? Why do we need to have everything based of money? Why do we have to have this oppressive ass corrupt

government? Why do we keep on doing things the same way and expecting different results? This is insane. It's insane and disappointing

that we keep playing right into these wicked people's plan. If we do not let go and stop supporting this demonic global system- we WILL

ALL be VERY sorry. If we keep on supporting and participating in this system we are agreeing to our own demise and we will be living on a

'Prison Planet". We really need to wake up, put our differences aside, unite and stop being so devoted to this beast system.... This is so

much like Noah's day when he kept trying to warn people of what was coming and they wouldn't hear it or make any proper changes. They

paid dearly...
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone needs to see this video (regarding the approval of the covid "vaccines" for

babies/children)...rumble.com/v18s66i-bombshell-dr.-clare-craig-exposes-how-pXzer-twiste..
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Xnd that Rumble guy so incredibly obnoxious that I can't even watch the videos even though I agree with him. If "I" can't watch

them, how does he expect to affect people who *don't* agree with him? Talk about preaching to the choir, and even the choir can't

stand it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice, but a bit after the fact...US govt purchased $10Billion in these shots prior to any FDA approval, and THE CDC approvals were

rubber stamped into the annals of yet another crime against children.
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EstherOul
Joined On 6/11/2021 5:31:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am absolutely appalled by the decision to give Covid vaccines to babies. It is one thing to experiment on us old people, but the

next generation? This video will always haunt me: www.youtube.com/.../f_YE48ji5eg  Little did that loving mother know that her

video would be the last of her darling six-month-old. In the background, you can hear the doctor preparing his routine shots (this

was pre-Covid). Within hours, after the doctor found this sweetheart to be in perfect health, he died in his sleep.  What's going to

happen when experimental stuff is shot into infant arms?
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bobcatz
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:59:42 PM
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hello jennifermetz our family is the same they think we are idiots for not getting the jab. it is highly blown out of proportion. thankfully our

doctor does not believe in the gene manipulation and told both of us not to get jabbed. Both my husband and I are not vaxxed and

recently got covid because we were dumb enough to go to a family party and got it from someone at that party who was vaxed. We both

got sick at the same time and that was the only place that we had been together our doctor believes in hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin and as soon as we called and gave our symptoms prescriptions were immediately called into the pharmacy for both of us. Yes,

we were miserable for 3 or 4 days but it was nothing worse than a bad cold with a sore throat and a fever for 2 days.

of course our doctor told us to take extra vitamin C and D as well as echinacea, goldenseal, querctin, zinc and use elderberry. My

brother-in-law is a doctor and he and my sister will have nothing to do with us because he believes and supports all the false info out

there while my husband's sister who is vaxed and boosted is still afraid to come near us, won't come in the house but will come to our

door outside wearing a mask to drop us off food. got very angry when I told her we didn't want her food because we didn't know if she

was shedding or not.

We are lucky in that we have a circle of friends who feel the same as us and are not jabbed. We are all able to think for ourselves do

research and come to the conclusion that fauci and the whole govt has been lying to us all along. I had a 40 year old cousin who was a

music teacher that dropped dead of a heart attack with no known heart problems after he was forced by the school system where he

worked to get the jab if he wanted to keep his job. Since he had 2 young kids, 9 and 6, to support, he took the jab and 2 weeks later he

was dead. So yes there are like minded individuals out there you just have to search a little.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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My wealthy ex sister in law vehemently insisted her nephew (my 28 year old son) get the nano bot shot. When he resisted, she

offered him $5,000 to take it. He laughed at her. She responded that he wouldn't be getting his Christmas check anymore. At least I

raised one of them right.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I would add I do not know if your food is GMO, or organic. I eat only organic.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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And, I’ll add, the uterine cancer piece was from the New York Times
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healthjoy
Joined On 4/14/2020 11:25:44 AM
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I recently moved from California to Florida seeking freedom.  I left my family, friends, and people I knew through my business, some of

which were awake but also thought this authoritarianism would subside. I don't know anyone in Florida. I would like to connect with like

minded people and/or groups in person in order to support each other and make a difference. I live near Jupiter Florida. Any suggestions

would be greatly appreciated.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Hopefully you have a farmer's market in the area. Engage in conversation with the vendors and customers. You will know right

away who is who. If someone is wearing apparel that has agreeable sayings on it, many are approachable. Do not be shy. You will

meet like minded people if you don't hide out waiting for them.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM
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I agree with Brianallen1 This is a fresh start for you, so you can be bold! I bet there are community gardening groups, seed saving

clubs, homesteader types if you are more rural, or maybe a church you can join if that interests you. Volunteer some time and

energy to something that develops skills to get you “off the system” and you will deXnitely meet like-minded folk. For me, that

would mean non-conformist self-suucient types with a keen interest in healthy living. Gardening, farming, food preservation,

prepping (to whatever degree sits well with you) Xshing, hunting, hiking, camping, horse-riding etcbasically more rural types. You

could also look for political groups, but personally I would avoid those lol I’m a little jealous :)
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in_the_garden
Joined On 9/4/2007 10:58:19 AM
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This is a spiritual battle and Good vs evil. This agenda is so evil as can be clearly seen by those who have some modicum of light. LIght

dispels darkness and fear is driven OUT by faith and love. Draw close to GOD as HE is perfect love and will see us through this diucult

time. JESUS is our Peace and calm in the storm, HE is The Way, The TRUTH, and The LIFE...no one comes to the Father but through HIM.

HE is coming again for his bride the church, and will do away with all of this evil.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM
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Realizing that this is a bit off topic and maybe I'm just obtuse, but is there a link through the Mercola site that explains the 'Friends'

function for those of us who post? I'd emailed the mercola customer service asking about it long ago and (perhaps an anomaly) never

received a reply. The reality is that I'd likely enjoy being 'friends' with most people who post here, but I don't understand the

designation/what it entails... (initially I didn't enable it for my account)  I'm guessing that someone who posts here may be able to assist!
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM
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With the PLANDEMIC & election fraud, if you haven't 86'ed some of your friends and family, you failed.
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM
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Great article, wonderful to read. And now I would like to have a *learned* person write about why some people are NOT hypnotized? Like

me. I am no super intelligent person, have no special education, have lived by myself since 1989 after a 20year marriage. My relatives still

live in Germany (I am in the USA) and my social life came to a screeching halt in early 2020. And I immediately knew I was not going to

get vaccinated with a warp speed concoction, I did not believe that there was no medication to deal with this virus and was convinced my

intelligent and educated friends would think the same. Big surprise!!!!

I was alone with my way of thinking and no matter what I tried to discuss with them, they were not interested and some ended up calling

me a conspiracy theorist, anti-vaccer and a few other choice words. My social club is back to having events, but only for vaccinated

members. Now, what causes a person to remain outside of this hysterical mass of people? What is different about me?? What makes me

different? I live by myself with my cat and do not miss the contact with people who seem to have lost their senses. The others I can only

Xnd here . Dr. Desmet how about another article on this subject??
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ina24275, I was quite blessed to have a father who relentlessly raised me to never follow the crowd. It taught me to be my own

person and do my own thinking which has made all the difference. Yes, it is lonely. Yes, I am in all small minority but because of

my upbringing, I'm not uncomfortable and I DO NOT CARE what other people think of me. I am not in a popularity contest and

neither should anyone be. My only downfall was previously having a feeling of superiority over others who were not as aware as I. I

have matured and broken away from that trap. I just consider myself blessed and am open to being used by our Creator to further

His kingdom.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Maybe it has something to do with common sense. I haven’t ever followed the crowd. Did my own thing. Nearly everyone I know

got the clot shot. I thought that they had lost their minds. They thought I did. I knew something was Xshy about it from the start

and I didn’t want any part of it. I’m stubborn and like my grandma, I tell people what I think and sometimes it really makes them

mad. I’m ok with that.
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Maybe they are not as intelligent as you thought. The Health Ranger said, in 2020, that this vaxxine is an intelligence test. How

right he was.
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jamNjim
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Welcome to my world. I questioned the narrative of the medical system since the 5th grade. They couldn't indoctrinate me. By age

29 I completely walked away from the medical system. I tried Xnding doctors that would engage in real scientiXc problem solving

using the 7-Step-ScientiXc-Method and they would entertain the idea in the beginning. The reason for me trying this was to get to

the root cause of my psoriasis, heart disease, arthritis, ulcerative colitis, acid re`ux, gallstones, and the list goes on and on.

I would follow their advice knowing it would make my problems worse, so I DOCUMENTED EVERYTHING! Each follow-up visit

resulted in my conditions worsening. When they would ask me if I followed their advice and took their meds I would say yes and

then show them my documentation. Usually by the 2nd follow-up they would call me a liar and say there's no way I'm following

their advice and taking the meds. That's when I would show them alternative medicines and diets to treat my conditions and that's

when they would tell me they could no longer be my doctor.

Once I left the medical system behind I went back to see a few of those doctors for a "physical" and they would be perplexed. Many

would say "I see you Xnally followed my advice". I would tell them "NO, I'm doing the OPPOSITE of your advice......Instead of

30-to-60 grams of Xber a day, I'm eating less than 15. Instead of a carbohydrate based diet, I'm eating a protein based diet. Instead

of a plant based diet I'm eating an animal based diet.

Instead of a no-fat diet I'm eating all the fat I can....." Again, they would say "THAT'S IMPOSSIBLE.....YOU'RE LYING!" They are so

brainwash and so indoctrinated that they are the epitome of the mass hypnosis this article was written about. So you have those

that were hypnotized doing the hypnotizing now. That's why I have given up hope all together. I'm 27 years ahead of Dr. Desmet. I

would like to ask Desmet "WHAT ROCK HAVE YOU BEEN LIVING UNDER?"
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Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM
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I think some of us are Xne with alone time, so mass formation might be a less effective tool on us. I live with my husband and 2

kids. 3 of us are introverts, 1 extrovert. The teen extrovert started going a little crazy for lack of friend time, but the rest of us were

okay with that aspect. We also don’t have cable TV, which might have helped. I noticed people with a very active social life which

suddenly came to a halt suffered the most.
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Joined On 3/11/2013 11:52:35 AM
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Coronavirus should be called CO-rna"virus" We produce endogenous carbon monoxide (CO) apart from carbon dioxide. When we put

masks on our face endogenous CO becomes exogenous gas poisoning. That is why we open windows in classrooms. In the winter there

is perhaps bigger CO concentration in homespaces .CO2 increses oxygenation. CO is toxic. CO poisoning is increased from endotoxin,

PUFA, halomethans (sprayed? from food/water), UVA, heme oxygenase -1. We are now in low geomagnetic Xeld that causes heme

degradation producing free iron, biliverdin/bilirubin and carbon monoxide. CO is mitochondrial toxin but physiologically in small amount

is protective. During spanish `u there were also mask mandates and perhaps anti-gas masks for soldiers. So called long covid could be

named carbon monoxide poisoning , which is a "great mimicker".

raypeatforum.com/community/threads/covid-19-and-carbon-monoxide.33881/..

 www.naturalnews.com/2022-06-17-cattle-deaths-explained-nasa-warns-of-d..
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Excellent interview.  This highlights for me that we need some kind of updated moral code that people can embrace as a “baseline” of

common decency in a human society. The Ten Commandments and the Constitution are both excellent starting places. My gut tells me

we need something in very simple, accessible language for the diverse mix of people in our world. Many people have deep distrust of

religion, so perhaps it needs to be unattached to any speciXc religion, but embracing Judeo-Christian values would be a good start.  We

need a powerful counter-narrative to the one being shoved down our throats by the Technocrats (who embrace “woke” and identity

politics as a way to pretend to be fair and moral, while in fact eroding the human spirit). Humans from time immemorial have shared

stories. We almost need a new Messiah, or even the story of one, something to believe in collectively that leads us in the right direction.

Just pondering all of this “out loud”
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janetr - Not to reduce dr. Mercola greatness who I am following religiously but in Australia we do have an outspoken truth-telling person,

who although not dr but at least tells all truthful political news: the editor of cairns news a guy who I believe has triple steel-balls because

the news he prints....brilliant. www.cairnsnews
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Joined On 6/14/2021 3:27:10 AM
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It is my opinion that the average person who would read this article will not understand the concept of Mass Hypnosis. This article is too

esoteric for the average person. Human nature has been hardwired to be "sheeple" this is our human nature. It is better to go downstream

than to go upstream. The crux of humanities problem is that human society is based upon lie after lie to the point we beleive all the lies.

Humanity wants the truth no matter how bad it is! There is an old spiritual saying "the truth will set you free." All we want is the plain and

simple truth!
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"It is my opinion that the average person who would read this article will not understand the concept of Mass Hypnosis. This

article is too esoteric for the average person." Exactly! See my comment above. And they even less understand "mass formation".

Maybe okay in academic circles, but not for that large group of humanity whose warped worldview is formed by oucial and expert

narratives as reported by the media 24/7 with the constant drum beat of fear mongering and hidden agendas. "Men, it has been

well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in herds, while they only recover their senses slowly, and one by one."

Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds (1841), Charles Mackay.

This natural tendency is well understood by the PTB who use it to their advantage. As people start to recover and see through one

delusion, they are hit with another. Mackay's book can be read for free here: www.gutenberg.org/.../24518-h.htm  . From the

Preface: "In reading the history of nations, we Xnd that, like individuals, they have their whims and their peculiarities; their seasons

of excitement and recklessness, when they care not what they do.

We Xnd that whole communities suddenly Xx their minds upon one object, and go mad in its pursuit; that millions of people

become simultaneously impressed with one delusion, and run after it, till their attention is caught by some new folly more

captivating than the Xrst." Whole communities going mad more or less at random has been well documented. It is the human

condition; now no longer left to chance the madness is imposed from above in pursuit of an agenda.
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I am researching a place to move to because where I live it isn't possible, in terms of climate, to have a vegetable garden. I mentioned to

someone that one of my criteria was that the government didn't get in the way of, for example, physicians' prescribing ivermectin. The

reply was that ivermectin is quackery. I have no idea how to go about dealing with a mind that is as closed as this one, and obviously I

don't want to move to a community full of this kind of person. But I don't know if there IS a community that is not full of this type of

person, because of the incredible success of the eugenics' propaganda campaign. This was a location in the state of Georgia, which does

have an executive order forbidding vaccine passports, but the overall mindset is still in mass formation psychosis.
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jamNjim
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Well, welcome to Tennessee then! Tennessee's Governor, Bill Lee, just signed into law bill SB-2188 that allows the sell of

Ivermectin OTC. Right now all you have to do is go to a pharmacy and ask the Pharmacist for Ivermectin. He/she will ask you some

questions concerning your symptoms (reason for wanting Ivermectin) and he/she will sell you the correct dosage WITHOUT a

prescription! While other states are legalizing or decriminalizing elicit drugs, TN is legalizing/decriminalizing real useful

medications like Ivermectin. I have not tried purchasing it yet mainly because I already have a month's supply of Ivermectin in the

form of the horse paste. You can buy it at just about any place that sells farm supplies and feed like Tractor Supply and/or

Farmer's CO-OP. All you need is a scale that will measure micrograms to squirt the right amount from the tube of horse paste.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Crickets??? Like Jam said, TN legalized Ivermectin for sale without a prescription. However, anyone can buy it at a farmer's supply

in any state. You can also order it off Amazon in the form of an antiparasitic for your dog. In most cases, doggy meds are human

meds in a smaller dosage. If you own a dog and you have a good relationship with your veterinarian, you can get most of the meds

you need by using your dog as the patient.
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jland12
Joined On 10/23/2020 9:45:26 AM
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Sooner or later, a powerful CME will destroy the digital world that is being created. Solid state electronic systems and devices will no

longer function. It will be a natural purge and chaotic but it will eliminate the transhuman and technocratic system that is being built.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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It's the best thing that could happen to this civilization.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If that happens, your car won’t work either! But I agree that best thing that could happen to and for all of us! We’ll all go searching

for cars made before, what 1995?
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arnopi1
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No, the best thing would be that we keep our computers for productive purposes, and that the savages that want to take us into

totalitarianism get destroyed.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jland12 - precisely what I have been hoping for! Knock out a lot more low-orbit satellites with a well-placed asteroid, higher than

normal solar winds, may not take much to lame Elon's worldwide surveillance system.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 9:12:58 AM
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do we want to stop the development of communication and other potential controlling technologies? We need to prevent its

misuse. There is always going to be development of new ways to communicate, improve health, etc. This will take creativity and

constant action. Making more regulations, limitations, mandates like the current government is doing is short term and makes it

hard to keep one's eye on the end goal of freedom, self improvement, living a whole life, etc.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 11:54:43 AM
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jland12 - Then what would those people do whose living depends on doing work through internet/computers??

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 7:45:01 PM
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all due respect to Desmet, I think he missed the boat. He himself is a victim of not seeing the truth. This is a spiritual war. What is so

hard to understand? Current events have been predicted in the Bible and the solutions have been presented in the Bible. Maybe Desmet

needs to coin new phrases and present theories to sell his book? Desmet is just the other side of the same coin thinking that man has all

the solutions. Resisting without God's help is a fool's errand.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 5:33:13 AM
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Mass formation"? What's that? No one knows what that means without a detailed explaination. Something with more punch is needed.

Perhaps Desmet's Xrst language is not English? I think by "mass" he means "crowd". Crowd formation happens when a large susceptible

segment of the population accepts uncritically an oucial narrative. This group consists of people who rarely or never question oucial

sources and "experts", especially when they see the same story 24/7 in all media. Add to that fear mongering with the threat of death and

you can forget rational thought.

Is it any wonder they feel self-rightious and threatened by any one who thinks differently? In modern society that group is always there;

ready and willing to jump on board the next big narrative wagon. Such a relief when your life has meaning and a larger purpose! I suggest

that rather than "mass formation" the term "Groupthink" be used. It's been around for Xfty years and is understood by most. See the

deXnition here: goodtherapy.org/blog/psychpedia/groupthink. While the covid Groupthink was bad enough, it's nothing compared to the

existential threat posed by Climate Alarmism Groupthink... zero emissions, green energy, Great Reset, etc.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But it is appropriate since the masses are asses.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 12:07:19 PM
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's explanation.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 3:21:10 PM
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@brianallen1 - maybe we should use “ass formation”? lol. (Somehow, while it would get people’s attention - for all the wrong

reasons - and it would be no clearer!)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 8:23:38 PM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Weehen, whatever it takes.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 11:23:52 PM
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peoplearestrange
Joined On 9/20/2021 11:01:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I wanted to effect change, I would not make myself as different and contrary as could be—“shoulding” all over others. I would work from

the vantage point of how alike we are—then approach the subjects from an educational stance—not a confrontational stance. All are

looking ignorant to others when insisting on calling the Covid shots “the jab.” It is not respectful. They aren’t vaccines—they are shots,

most accurately. Why not call them what they are? Also, everyone can choose for themselves. I choose not to get the Covid shots.

Everyone I love got them. So, your castigations about people making the choice to get them are offensive. Yes—they did succumb to the

narrative.

Yes—I am concerned about how easy it was to convince them—which means we need to step up education about all the processes that

led up to the government narrative becoming so successful. Yes, I am scared what the shots did to them—so, I pray. Educate without your

judgement. Lastly, many of you have developed an unhealthy obsession with others making the choice to wear a mask. It is the

“anti-maskers” being obnoxious in many situations. I wear a mask because it is all I have to protect myself. If I believe they help

me—perhaps the placebo effect applies here, too. I am Xne with fooling myself—if that is what it is—and it is no one’s concern but mine!

I wear a clean mask, every outing, with a N95 Xlter. And? It is NONE of your business what I do—or what anyone like me does! One of the

mental illnesses circulating— that seems to be contagious— is the idea we have the right to control what others do. Do not want to wear a

mask? Do not wear one—and keep your opinions to yourselves if you ever cross my path! If you want your choices to be respected—then

respect the choices that others make. I hate that children and now babies are targeted for these horrible shots called vaccines. I will do

non-confrontational education where and when I can.
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peoplearestrange, I agree with most everything you have written with the exception of mask wearing. You are more than welcome

to wear yours and I would never chastise you for doing so. However, the more people that wear them, the more fear it instills in

others and the more abnormal our society becomes. You may be an exception, but I see the complete hopelessness, fear and

sadness in mask wearers eyes. Not to mention looking and moving very unhealthily restricting oxygen intake and breathing carbon

dioxide. It is like they have given up on life. There is no boogeyman so people need to stop `ushing our society down the toilet and

stop the madness. This abnormality is not a "new" normal! It is simply abnormal and extremely harmful to all.
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM
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I don't know about the statistics, but I can distinctly recall reading several stories about people (often security guards) being killed by

anti-maskers and none about non-mask-wearers being killed by the mask-wearing masses.  I don't live in the US, but I would question

whether mask-wearers were even in the majority in more than a few leafy urban enclaves. I personally was appalled by vaccine (but not

mask) mandates, but it appears to me that cruelty was rather well distributed across the political spectrum.
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brianallen1
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There were no anti maskers killing anyone. People that will not wear a mask just want to be left alone. As opposed to some

maskoholics who won't leave anyone alone.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 12:34:44 PM
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You're a liar. Provide one link to back up your accusations.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 7:52:56 PM
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